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Abstract
Mistranslation occurs when an mRNA sequence is improperly decoded. Mistranslation can
destabilize the proteome thus having a detrimental impact on the cell. tRNA variants with altered
charging or decoding capabilities can increase mistranslation. Four mistranslating tRNAs were
evaluated in yeast cells for their effect on growth, heat shock response, genetic interactions and
cell morphology. Three of the tRNAs mistranslate at similar frequency, allowing for direct
comparison of different amino acid substitutions. Each variant had distinct phenotypic
consequences. Two of the tRNAs cause the same type of amino acid substitution but to different
extents. The tRNA with the higher mistranslation frequency had a greater impact on the cell.
These results demonstrate that the nature of the amino acid substitution and the extent of
mistranslation influence the phenotype arising from a mistranslating tRNA. As the human
genome contains distinct patterns of potential mistranslating tRNAs, these findings have
consequences with respect to disease.
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Summary for Lay Audience
Proteins are the molecular machines that allow cells to function. The information required to
produce a protein is encoded in DNA. This information is converted into a protein through the
processes of transcription and translation. During transcription, the information from DNA is
copied into mRNA. During translation, the mRNA is decoded into a sequence of amino acids,
the building blocks of proteins. Once the amino acid sequence is assembled, it is folded into the
correct form to produce a functional protein.
The genetic code dictates how mRNAs are decoded into amino acids. Each mRNA is decoded in
sections that are three nucleotides long. Each three-nucleotide sequence combination, otherwise
known as codons, are assigned to one of the twenty amino acids or one of three stop signals.
Mistakes can occur during this decoding process. When a codon is decoded as the wrong amino
acid, it is known as mistranslation. These mistakes can change the structure of a protein causing
it to become non-functional. A build-up of non-functional proteins can be toxic to the cell.
Transfer RNAs (tRNA) are key to the decoding process; they physically link an amino acid to its
partner codon. At one end of the tRNA is a site that attaches to an amino acid; the other end of
the tRNA pairs with a codon on the mRNA. Mutations that occur in tRNA genes can increase the
likelihood of mistranslation. My studies centre on tRNA variants that cause mistranslation in
yeast. I show that different mistranslating tRNAs have different effects depending on which
amino acids are affected and how much mistranslation is caused. The study has implications for
human health as variants of many tRNA genes exist in the human genome, some with the
potential to cause mistranslation. I hypothesize that these variants effect the severity or age of
onset of a number of diseases. My results imply that each of these variants may affect health and
disease differently.
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Introduction

Proteins are the molecular machines that allow cells to function. They come in a variety of sizes,
shapes and functions, however, central to all proteins is the primary structure, a sequence of
amino acids assembled by the ribosome during translation. Changes to the primary structure can
result in improper protein folding and changes in protein function. These changes can come from
errors during replication, transcription or translation. Of these three processes, translation is the
most error prone.
During translation, transfer RNAs (tRNAs) carry amino acids to the ribosome, which assembles
the amino acids into a polypeptide chain in the order specified by the messenger RNA (mRNA).
Mistranslation is the insertion of an amino acid not specified by the genetic code into a
polypeptide chain. This can occur due to a variety of reasons including misacylation of the
tRNA, improper decoding at the ribosome, and mutations that change tRNA identity or cause a
mismatch between the tRNA anticodon and amino acid. Since the ribosome only checks proper
base-pairing between the tRNA anticodon and mRNA codon, the ribosome can accommodate
tRNAs with non-cognate amino acids or tRNAs with altered anticodon sequences1. This results
in the incorporation of non-cognate amino acids into polypeptide chains.
My lab uses tRNA variants to study the effects of mistranslation. We previously identified and
engineered several tRNA variants that cause different amino acid substitutions. These variants
have mutations that either alter tRNA identity or the anticodon sequence. I will be comparing the
cellular effects of four different mistranslating tRNAs using Saccharomyces cerevisiae as the
model system (Fig. 1). The first tRNA I will be studying, tRNAProUGG G3:U70, has a G3:U70
mutation, which is a major identity element of alanine tRNAs2 (Fig. 1A). tRNAs with the
G3:U70 base-pair are recognized and charged by alanyl-tRNA synthetase, therefore tRNAProUGG
G3:U70

causes alanine mistranslation at proline codons2,3. The other three tRNAs, tRNASerUCU G26A,

tRNASerUGG U33G, and tRNASerUGG U33G are modified serine tRNAs with an altered anticodon
sequence and a secondary mutation. Since seryl-tRNA synthetases does not recognize the
anticodon of the serine tRNA, the anticodon sequence can be altered without losing serylation of
the tRNA4,5. The first of these modified serine tRNAs, tRNASerUCU G26A has an arginine UCU
anticodon, causing this tRNA to mistranslate serine at arginine codons (Fig. 1B). The two other
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modified serine tRNAs, tRNASerUGG U33G and tRNASerUGG G26A have UGG proline anticodons
which cause them to mistranslation serine at proline codons (Fig. 1C-D). The inclusion of a
secondary mutation is required for the modified serine tRNAs as a straight anticodon swap
causes too much toxicity in the cell.
These four tRNAs were chosen to test the hypothesis that the impact of a mistranslating tRNA on
the cell is dependent on either the extent of mistranslation or the nature of the amino acid
substitution. Three of the tRNAs cause Pro-to-Ala (tRNAProUGG G3:U70), Arg-to-Ser (tRNASerUCU
G26A),

and Pro-to-Ser mistranslation (tRNASerUGG U33G) at roughly the same frequency (Fig. 1A-

C). The two variants of the Pro-to-Ser mistranslating tRNAs, tRNASerUGG U33G and tRNASerUGG
G26A,

cause mistranslation at different frequencies (Fig. 1C-D). These four tRNAs will allow me

to compare both the effect of different of amino acid substitutions and the effect of different
tRNA mistranslation frequencies.

Figure 1. Structure of mistranslating tRNAs used in this study.
Bases variant from the native forms are in bolded and coloured in red. A) tRNAProUGG G3:U70 has a
G3:U70 base-pair which is a major identity element for alanine tRNAs; this tRNA mistranslates
proline codons for alanine. B) tRNASerUCU G26A has a UCU arginine anticodon and a G26A
mutation; this tRNA mistranslates arginine codons for serine. C) tRNASerUGG U33G has a UGG
proline anticodon and a U33G mutation; this tRNA mistranslates proline codons for serine. D)
tRNASerUGG G26A has a UGG proline anticodon and a G26A mutation; this tRNA mistranslates
proline codons for serine
.
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1.1 The Central Dogma
DNA contains the information that details the components of our cells, which allows for normal
growth, differentiation and interactions with our environment. The genetic information held in
our cells must be converted into proteins which carry out the functions required to sustain cell
function. The central dogma of biology explains the flow of genetic information in cells. This
process is typically described as the conversion of DNA to RNA to proteins, although in some
cases genetic information can also flow from RNA to DNA. The processes of transcription and
translation allow our cells to accurately convert DNA into mRNA and proteins, respectively.
During transcription, a segment of DNA containing the genetic information that defines the
primary sequence of a protein is transcribed into mRNA. In eukaryotes, the RNA transcript is
processed – 5’ capped, 3’ polyadenylated, and often spliced – prior to being exported from the
nucleus as mRNA6. The process of translation converts the mRNA transcript into a sequence of
amino acids following the rules of the genetic code; the mRNA is decoded in sets of three
nucleotide sequences known as codons7. Each codon corresponds to one of twenty amino acids
or one of three stop signals. Once translated, the polypeptide sequence is folded into the proper
three-dimensional conformation, and may undergo modifications, bind cofactors or other protein
subunits prior to becoming a functional protein in the cell7.

1.2 Translation
There are three key components to translation; the mRNAs that encode the genetic information,
the tRNAs that carry amino acids, and the ribosomes that synthesize protein. The ribosome
consists of two subunits, which are complexes of ribosomal RNAs (rRNAs) and proteins; in
eukaryotes these subunits are known as the 40S and 60S subunits. During translation initiation,
eukaryotic initiation factors (eIFs) assemble the 40S subunit, 60S subunit, initiator tRNAMet, and
mRNA into the 80S ribosome complex7. This 80S ribosome complex has three tRNA binding
sites, the aminoacyl-tRNA site (A-site), peptidyl-tRNA site (P-site) and exit site (E-site) (Fig. 2),
which facilitate the movement of tRNAs through the ribosome as each codon on the mRNA is
read.
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Initiation can be separated into four different stages. First, the initiator tRNAMet is brought to the
P-site of the 40S subunit by eIF2 to form a pre-initiation complex8. Second, eIF3 and eIF4
factors mediate the binding of the pre-initiation complex to the 5’ end of the mRNA8. Third, the
pre-initiation complex scans 5’ untranslated region (UTR) of the mRNA until it reaches the start
codon (AUG) which base-pairs with the initiator tRNAMet 8. This also sets the reading frame for
the mRNA transcript. Finally, the 60S subunit joins to form the 80S complex following the
release of initiation factors from the pre-initiation complex8.
During elongation, tRNAs move sequentially through the A, P, and E sites (Fig. 2). When a new
codon is exposed, a charged tRNA is brought to the A-site by elongation factor Tu (EF-Tu). If
the correct base-pair forms between the tRNA anticodon and the mRNA codon, the EF-Tu is
released from the tRNA7. This allows the formation of a peptide bond to proceed between the
carboxyl end of the peptide attached to the P-site tRNA and the amino group of the amino acid
attached to the A-site tRNA, elongating the polypeptide chain7. Incorrect base-pairing between
the codon and anticodon result in dissociation of the tRNA from the A-site. Once the peptide
bond has been formed, a series of conformational changes in the ribosome shifts the two tRNAs
into the P-site and E-site and moves the mRNA forward three nucleotides, exposing a new codon
to the A-site7. The tRNA in the E-site then leaves the ribosome, freeing up the E-site. This cycle
repeats until the ribosome encounters one of three stop codons (UAA, UAG, UGA), which
signals the end of translation.
In eukaryotes, translation termination is carried out by a complex comprised of eukaryotic
release factor 1 (eRF1), eukaryotic release factor 3 (eRF3), and GTP9. eRF1 recognizes the stop
codons and hydrolyzes the ester bond between the peptide chain and the peptidyl-tRNA9. eRF3
is a ribosome-dependent GTPase that simulates the hydrolysis activity of eRF19. Following the
release of the polypeptide, the 60S subunit is released from the ribosome complex by ABCE1, a
member of the ATP-binding cassette (ABC) family of proteins9. This is followed by dissociation
of the peptidyl-tRNA and mRNA from the 40S subunit which can be mediated by a number of
initiation factors including eIF3, eIF1, and eIF1A9. The dissociated ribosome components are
then recycled into a new 80S ribosome complex to begin the translation of another protein.
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Figure 2. An overview of translation.
Charged tRNAs enter the ribosome at the A-site and base-pair with the mRNA. A peptide bond
is formed between the peptide chain attached to the P-site tRNA and the amino acid attached to
the A-site tRNA, transferring the polypeptide chain onto the A-site tRNA and elongating the
peptide chain. The ribosome shifts, moving each tRNA forward into the E and P-sites. The
uncharged tRNA is now in the E-site and exits the ribosome complex. A charged tRNA can enter
the now empty A-site.
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1.2.1 Codons
Protein translation follows the rules of the genetic code which govern the assignment of each
codon. The three-letter combinations of the four RNA bases; adenine (A), guanine (G), uracil
(U) and cytosine (C), allows for a total of 64 codons. The assignment of these codons is nearly
universal in all organisms alive today; 61 codons are assigned to one of 20 amino acids and three
codons are used to stop translation. Since there are only 20 canonical amino acids, the genetic
code is degenerate, meaning that multiple codons encode the same amino acid. There are only
two amino acids that have unique codon assignments. Table 1 shows the codon assignment for
all 20 amino acids. This assignment is non-random as related codons often encode the same
amino acid or pairs of related amino acids; for example, all proline codons are CCN (with N
being any of the 4 nucleotides)10.
Table 1. Codon table

Codons on mRNAs base-pair with anticodons on tRNAs. Therefore, theoretically, one might
expect there to be a “tRNA species” linked to each of the 64 possible anticodons. However, this
is not the case as most organisms have fewer than 64 tRNA species. Recent data indicates there
are 15 tRNA species missing from the human genome11,12. The codons that base-pair with these
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missing tRNAs are covered by other tRNAs through wobble at the third base of the codon, which
corresponds to the first base of the anticodon.
According to the wobble hypothesis proposed by Francis Crick, canonical Watson-Crick basepairings must occur at the first two bases of the codon13. The third base is less stringent and can
accommodate non-canonical base-pairs such as U-G or I-A13. Inosine (I) is a non-canonical
nucleoside found in tRNAs14. The wobble rules set by Crick assume that 32 tRNA species are
needed to cover all 64 codons (Table 2), and yet some bacteria and organelle
(mitochondria/chloroplast) genomes contain less than the required 32 tRNA species15,16. In these
cases, the missing tRNA species are covered through superwobbling, whereby a single tRNA
species decodes all four codons in a codon set (Table 3)15,16.
Table 2. Possible anticodon-codon base pairings according to Crick's wobble hypothesis13
Anticodon

Codon

A

U

G

C, U

C

G

U

A, G

I

U, C, A

Table 3. Possible anticodon-codon base pairings according to current rules17
Anticodon

Codon

A

U, C, G, A*

G

C, U

C

G

U

A, G, U, C*

I

U, C, A

This table does not include base-pairs of modified nucleosides aside from inosine.
* denotes base-pairs that are less favourable
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1.2.2 Transfer RNAs
tRNAs play a critical role in translation, acting as adaptor molecules that link the genetic
information held in mRNA to the amino acids that make up proteins. tRNAs are typically 72-95
nucleotides in length and all tRNAs adopt the same basic structure and shape18. In 2-dimensions,
tRNAs are depicted as a cloverleaf structure composed of the acceptor stem, D-arm, T-arm,
anticodon arm, and a variable loop (Fig. 3A). In most tRNAs, the variable arm is approximately
five nucleotides long but tRNASer, tRNALeu and bacterial tRNATyr have an extended variable arm
that can be up to 24 nucleotides long19. At the 3’ end of all tRNAs is a CCA sequence that is
either transcribed as part of the tRNA gene or added later by a CCA-adding enzyme19. The
terminal 3’ adenosine residue is the site of aminoacylation, whereby a cognate aminoacyl-tRNA
synthetase (aaRS) charges the tRNA with its corresponding amino acid. In 3-dimensions, tRNAs
fold into an L-shape with the T-arm and acceptor stem stacking to form the top half of the L and
the D-arm and anticodon arm forming the lower half of the L (Fig. 3B)20. This causes the 3’CCA region and the anticodon to be at opposite ends of the tRNA thus providing a large
separation between the aminoacylation site and the anticodon.
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Figure 3. General tRNA structure in 2D and 3D
A) Two-dimensional representation of a tRNA as a cloverleaf model. The anticodon is
highlighted in red, the 5’ CCA region with an amino acid is shown in white. B) Threedimensional representation of a tRNA, the colour scheme matches the cloverleaf model.
tRNAs are an abundant and diverse group of RNAs with ~600 tRNA genes found in the human
genome11,21. This diversity is partially due to the degeneracy of the codon code. Since most
amino acids are assigned to two or more codons, multiple tRNA variants are required to cover all
the codons. tRNAs that decode the same amino acid are called isoacceptors and are recognized
and aminoacylated by the same aaRS. tRNAs within an isoacceptor family can have the same
anticodon sequence but differ in the tRNA body sequence; these are called isodecoders21.
Unique to each tRNA family are a set of determinants or identity elements that allow for
recognition by their cognate aaRS. These identity elements can be single nucleotides, modified
nucleotides, base-pairs, or structural motifs and are often found at the two distal ends of the
tRNA, the anticodon arm and acceptor stem5. Mutations that cause the loss of an identity element
can reduce or abolish aminoacylation. Conversely, mutations can cause tRNAs to gain an
identity element thus changing tRNA identity and resulting in misacylation. One such example is
the G3:U70 base-pair; this identity element is unique to alanine tRNAs22,23. Incorporation of the
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G3:U70 base-pair into tRNACys, tRNAPhe and tRNAPro causes misacylation of those tRNAs with
alanine2,3. Several tRNAs also contain anti-determinants to prevent mischarging by a noncognate aaRS. For example, tRNAIle has a U30:G40 base pair in the anticodon stem that prevents
interactions with glutaminyl-tRNA synthetases and lysyl-tRNA synthetases5. This combination
of both determinants and anti-determinants helps to ensure fidelity during aminoacylation.
Another key factor in the diversity of tRNAs is the number of modifications found in tRNAs.
The average tRNA contains 13 modifications, which can affect a wide range of properties
including stability, decoding, tRNA identity, localization and ribosome binding20,21. The most
common tRNA modifications affect decoding and reading frame maintenance; these
modifications are often found at the wobble position (position 34) and 3’ adjacent of the
anticodon (position 37)21,24. Deamination of adenosine causes an A-to-I conversion. A-to-I
modification at the wobble position is found in eight eukaryotic tRNAs 15,21. 2′O-methylation is
another common modification found at the wobble position; loss of 2′O-methylation in
tRNALeuCAA and tRNALeuUAA reduces the efficiency of codon-wobble base interactions21,25.
Similarly, modification of U34 to 5-methoxycarbonyl-methyl-2-thiouridine (mcm5s2U) increases
the stability of A-U and G-U base-pairs at the wobble position24. The mcm5s2U modification at
position 34 suppresses +1 frameshifting of tRNALeuUUU in S. cerevisiae26. Furthermore,
modifications to position 37 prevent frameshifting. In all three domains of life, methylation of
G37 in tRNALeu, tRNAPro, tRNAArg prevents frameshifting27,28. Lastly, modifications located
outside the anticodon arm are related to properties such as identity, stability, and folding.
Aside from their role in translation, tRNAs are involved in other cellular processes. For example,
depleting amino acid pools leads to an increase in uncharged tRNAs. This signals an increase in
the expression of genes related to amino acid synthesis and a reduction of global gene
expression29,30. Charged tRNAs are also used as substrates in pathways related to cell wall
biogenesis, antibiotic biogenesis and protein degradation29. Additionally, tRNAs can be cleaved
at multiple sites, generating a wide variety of tRNA fragments. These fragments have various
biological functions including translation regulation, gene silencing, controlling tumour cell
proliferation and regulation of epigenetic inheritance20,29.
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1.2.3 Aminoacyl-tRNA Synthetases
aaRSs are a family of enzymes responsible for covalently linking a tRNA to its cognate amino
acid. Eukaryotes have an aaRS for each of the 20 canonical amino acids, which recognizes and
charges all the tRNA variants in their cognate tRNA family31. Aminoacylation, also called tRNA
charging, typically occurs in a two-step reaction (Fig. 4). First, an amino acid is activated via
ATP to form an aminoacyl adenylate intermediate in the active site of an aaRS32. This is
followed by transfer of the amino acid from the adenylate to a hydroxyl group (2’ or 3’) on the
last adenosine of a tRNA32. This forms an aminoacyl-tRNA which can be recruited to the
ribosome via EF-Tu.

1: ATP + AA ⇆ AA − AMP + PPi
2: AA − AMP + tRNA → AA − tRNA + AMP
Figure 4. A simplified schematic of aminoacylation.
AA is abbreviated for amino acid.
Proper aminoacylation of a tRNA is dependent upon both the identification of a cognate tRNA
and amino acid by the aaRS. Misidentification of either substrate by the aaRS can result in
misacylation. As mentioned before, aaRSs rely on a combination of identity elements and antideterminants to determine which tRNAs to charge. Although aaRSs are able to identity their
cognate tRNA with a high degree of accuracy, the same cannot be said for amino acids. Amino
acids that are structurally and chemically similar such as glycine and alanine are frequently
misacylated onto a non-cognate tRNA. To prevent mistranslation, these misacylated tRNAs must
be corrected through a hydrolytic editing domain on the aaRS or via a trans-acting editing
enzyme31. This editing can occur either pre- or post-transfer of the non-cognate amino acid onto
the tRNA. In pre-transfer editing, the non-cognate aminoacyl adenylate is hydrolyzed, freeing
the non-cognate amino acid and AMP33. In post-transfer, the misacylated tRNA is hydrolyzed,
freeing the tRNA and the non-cognate amino acid34. Although certain aaRSs predominantly use
one of the two editing pathways, the loss of the dominant pathway does not result always in a
higher frequency of mischarged tRNAs. This redundancy is seen in both Escherichia coli and
human cytoplasmic leucyl-tRNA synthetases; a loss of the post-transfer editing pathway causes
activation of the pre-transfer pathway, allowing the aaRS to maintain translation fidelity35–37.
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Similar to tRNAs, aaRSs have functions outside of their standard role in translation. Many aaRSs
are able to regulate their own expression. For example, E. coli alanyl-tRNA synthetases contain a
DNA binding domain that recognizes its own promoter sequence, repressing its own
transcription38,39. Other aaRSs can regulate their translation through short sequences on their
mRNA that fold into a structure which mimics their cognate tRNA38. The tRNA mimicking
section on the mRNA can bind to the aaRS thereby inhibiting translation of the mRNA which
limits the production of the aaRS38. The amino acid binding domain of several aaRSs also play a
critical role in several signalling pathways related to the regulation of homeostasis, apoptosis,
angiogenesis and immune response38. Additionally, alternative splicing can generate a large
number of aaRS variants. Most aaRS splice variants lack an amino acid binding domain. These
catalytic null variants still interact with their cognate tRNAs through a number of RNA-binding
domains and are involved in a wide range of biological activities including transcription
regulation, cell differentiation, immunomodulation, cytoprotection and more40.

1.3 Alternative Codon Usage
Since all life on Earth is descended from a common ancestor it stands to reason that we all share
the same genetic code. Francis Crick’s “frozen accident” theory proposed that early life may
have had ambiguous codons that could be decoded as multiple amino acids41. However, as
organisms and proteins became more complex, changes to codon assignment would result in
deleterious amino acid substitutions and thus freezing the genetic code41. Although it is true that
most organisms use the same codon assignments, deviations from the universal code are quite
common. For instance, multiple codon reassignments are seen in the mitochondrial genome of
many organisms42. Additionally, stop codon reassignments are found in all three domains of life.
There are three main theories used to explain deviations from the universal codon code; the
codon capture theory, the ambiguous codon theory and the genome streamlining hypothesis. In
the codon capture theory, proposed by Osawa and Jukes, a codon along with its corresponding
tRNA species must be completely lost due to changes in the AT/GC content of a genome before
the lost codon can be reassigned or “captured” by a different tRNA family43. This theory helps
explain the loss of the AUA and AGA codons in Micrococcus luteus, which has high GC content
in its genome42,44. Under the codon capture theory, the reassignment of a codon does not result in
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disruption to the proteome as the reassignment only occurs after all incidences of the codon has
been lost in the coding regions of the genome43,45. In the ambiguous intermediate hypothesis,
proposed by Schultz and Yarus, the reassignment of a codon must go through an intermediate
stage where a tRNA may be charged by two different amino acid synthetases resulting in
ambiguous decoding at that codon46. Although ambiguous decoding may cause widespread
mistranslation, many amino acid substitutions are not as deleterious as previously believed; E.
coli can tolerate up to 10% mistranslation per codon47. The ambiguous decoding theory is also
supported by the fact that members of the yeast genus Candida ambiguously decode the CUG
codon as both Leu and Ser48. Lastly, the genome streamlining hypothesis is used to explain
changes found in the genomes of organelles and parasitic bacteria. Selective pressures to
minimize the genome lead to changes in codon assignments49. For instance, the reassignment of
the arginine codons AGA and AGG as serine in insect mitochondria removes one of the tRNAArg
genes required to decode those codons50.
Due to their low occurrence in mRNA transcripts, stop codons make particularly good candidates
for codon reassignment51. For example, the genetic code of some lineages contains
selenocysteine and pyrrolysine, the 21st and 22nd genetically encoded amino acids.
Selenocysteine and pyrrolysine are encoded by the stop codons UGA and UAG, respectively52,53.
Additionally, stop codons have been reassigned in the mitochondria of several species; known
reassignments include UGA to Trp, UAG to Ala or Leu and UAA to Tyr45. Laboratory strains of
E. coli can also tolerate mutant tRNAs that cause suppression at one of the three stop codons54.
Many RNA viruses also use native suppressor tRNAs to readthrough stop codons, allowing them
to produce multiple proteins from the same gene55. Although less common, sense codons have
also undergone reassignment in some genera. Examples of this are seen in yeast Pachysolen
tannophilus, which decodes the leucine CUG codon as alanine and in members of the yeast
genera Candida and Debaryomyces, which decode the leucine CUG codon as serine42,56.

1.4 Mistranslation
Mistranslation, the incorporation of an amino acid not specified by the codon code, normally
occurs at a frequency of 1 per 103-4 codons57. Mutations in parts of translation machinery such as
the aaRSs and tRNAs can increase the frequency of mistranslation. Consequently, increased
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mistranslation can lead to the loss of proteostasis due to an accumulation of truncated proteins,
misfolded proteins and potential protein aggregates. Most organisms can tolerate a certain level
of mistranslation by upregulating protein control pathways such as the heat shock response
(HSR) and unfolded protein response (UPR) pathways. Both the HSR and UPR deal with
misfolded proteins either by correcting protein conformation or tagging the protein for
degradation through the ubiquitin-proteasome system31.
Mistranslation can be used as a means of adapting to changes in the environment. One well
documented example is the misacylation of methionine onto non-methionyl tRNAs under
conditions of oxidative stress in E. coli, S. cerevisiae, and mammalian cells58–60. The
incorporation of extra methionine residues into proteins acts as a sink for reactive oxygen species
that would otherwise damage proteins and other cellular components1,61. This is a well conserved
mechanism that is seen as a form of adaptive mistranslation.
Some organisms have naturally high levels of mistranslation such as members of the yeast genus
Candida, which have a tRNASerCAG gene that recognizes and decodes the CUG leucine codon as
serine. This reassignment is not complete as the CUG codon misincorporates leucine at a
frequency of 0.5-6% 62,63. In Candida albicans, this ambiguity promotes proteomic and
phenotypic diversity by increasing pathogenicity through variability in cell surface markers and
increasing resistance to anti-fungals31,63–65. Interestingly, S. cerevisiae expressing the C. albicans
tRNASerCAG gene, show a defect in growth but have a greater tolerance to variety of stress
conditions66,67.
Increases in mistranslation can provide advantages through the generation of a statistical
proteome. Statistical proteins are decoded from the same mRNA sequence but have slight
variations in their amino acid sequence which may result in broader specificities or novel gains
in function68. Naturally occurring statistical proteomes can be seen in organisms with reduced
translational fidelity such as members of genus Candida that ambiguously decode CUG codons
as Ser or Leu and members of the Mycoplasma genus that have defective or absent editing
domains in leucyl-tRNA synthetases, phenylalanyl-tRNA synthetase, and threonyl-tRNA
synthetase62,63,69. Given that most mistranslation events generate neutral or deleterious protein
variants, only a small subset of the protein population will gain novel functions that are
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advantageous to the organism. Since the upper threshold for mistranslation is around 10%, these
gain-of-function mutations must exhibit dominant phenotypes in order to exert their effects on
the cell.

1.4 Engineering Mistranslation
Organisms can be engineered to have higher levels of mistranslation by mutating either their
aaRSs or tRNAs. The editing function of several aaRSs is crucial to maintaining translation
fidelity. Mutations to the editing domains of aaRSs can disrupt this function and increase the
frequency of misacylated tRNAs70. For tRNAs, there are two ways to introduce mutations that
will increase the frequency of mistranslation; either insert an identity element from another
tRNA family or swap the anticodon sequence71.
As mentioned earlier, introducing foreign identity elements can change the identity of a tRNA
causing misacylation by a non-cognate aaRS. A classic example of this is the G3:U70 identity
element of tRNAAla. While studying a L187P mutation in Tti2, a co-chaperone of Hsp90,
Hoffman et al. observed the suppression of the Tti2 L187P phenotype by a tRNAProUGG variant
with a C70T mutation3. This mutation transformed a G3:C70 base-pair to a G3:U70 base-pair
resulting in resulting in the substitution of alanine at position 187 instead of proline thereby
rescuing the Tti2 L187P mutation3.
The anticodon sequence of a tRNA is a major identity element in many tRNA families, however
there are exceptions to this norm. In S. cerevisiae, tRNASer, tRNAAla and to a lesser extent
tRNALeu, do not use their anticodon sequence as an identity element; this allows their anticodon
sequence to be swapped without the loss of aminoacylation4,5. This results in a tRNA that
decodes at the wrong codon. However, a straight anticodon swap may be unviable as the
mistranslation frequency may be too high for the cell to tolerate. Studies done by Berg et al. have
found that secondary mutations can used to modulate the mistranslation frequency of tRNASer
mutants with an UGG proline anticodon4,72. Most of these secondary mutations destabilize the
structure of the tRNA as demonstrated by their increased toxicity at lower temperatures and upon
inhibition of the rapid tRNA decay (RTD) pathway72. The RTD pathway degrades tRNAs based
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on the stability of the acceptor and T-stems73. Secondary mutations that disrupt identity elements
can also result in reduced aminoacylation decreasing the toxicity of a mistranslating tRNA.

1.5 Use of Yeast in Scientific Research
Yeast have been used by humans for millennia in the processes of winemaking, brewing, and
baking. However, these microorganisms remained unseen until the late 1800s when Emil
Christian Hansen discovered how to isolate single strains of yeast from a mixed starter culture
while working at the Carlsberg Laboratory in Copenhagen, Denmark74,75. Since then, various
industries have selectively bred yeast strains for their own purposes.
Of the various yeast species used by humans, two have been used as model organisms; S.
cerevisiae, the budding yeast and Schizosaccharomyces pombe, the fission yeast. S288C, the
most commonly used laboratory strain of S. cerevisiae was constructed in the 1950s by Robert
Mortimer from an earlier strain isolated from rotting figs in 193876. Since then a number of tools
have been created to make S. cerevisiae a go-to model organism for genetic research. In
particular, the ability to transform in plasmids with selectable markers has allowed scientists to
move genes into S. cerevisiae with ease. Additionally, efficient homologous recombination in S.
cerevisiae allows for both the integration and disruption of select genes.
S. cerevisiae are found in three different forms; MATa haploid, MATα haploid and a/α diploid.
Both the haploid and diploid forms can reproduce mitotically. Diploids are formed by mating
haploids of the opposite mating type, while haploids are formed from the sporulation of diploids
under nutrient deficient conditions. This aspect of yeast biology has allowed researchers to easily
manipulate crosses, selecting for traits of interest.

1.5.1 Synthetic Genetic Array
In 1996, S. cerevisiae became the first eukaryotic organism to be fully sequenced77. The S.
cerevisiae genome contains roughly 6000 genes, of which ~19% are essential for survival78. In
2002, a collection containing knockouts all non-essential genes was completed78. The ~4800
nonessential yeast genes can be knocked out owing in part to redundancy found in the yeast
genome78. Since then, the yeast deletion collection has been used in a numerous genome-wide
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screens aimed at identifying biological function, stress response and drug mechanisms79.
Additionally, there is a collection of conditional temperature-sensitive alleles for essential genes.
These temperature-sensitive alleles can display a range of phenotypes from wild-type to lethal
depending on the temperature of the environment80. As of now 868 S. cerevisiae essential genes
are represented in this collection81.
One notable spin-off technology created in the wake of the yeast deletion collection is SGA.
SGA is a high throughput assay designed to identify functional relationships between genes82. In
an SGA screen, a query strain containing a mutation of interest is crossed with a collection of
single mutants generating a set of double mutants; a schematic of a typical SGA screen is shown
in Figure 5. The double mutants are assessed for genetic interactions, which occur when the
combination of two altered alleles result in an unexpected phenotype83. A negative (synthetic)
interaction can occur as result of two mutations impinging on the same pathway; this usually
results in reduced fitness or lethality. A positive (suppressor) interaction occurs if one mutation
rescues the phenotype of the other mutation. These interactions can be clustered to other genes
with known functions to determine the function of the gene in question.
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Figure 5. A simplified schematic of a typical SGA screen
A MATa collection is mated to a MATα query strain to obtain haploid strains with both the
collection mutation and the query mutation. The double mutant is assessed for fitness to
determine if there was a genetic interaction between the two mutations. SGA screens are usually
done in 1536-format, with four replicates of each collection strain pinned in a two-by-two
square.

1.5.2 CalMorph
Morphology is a basic phenotypic characteristic of a cell that reflect the function of many genes.
In S. cerevisiae, morphological changes occur due to various cellular events including cell cycle
progression, establishment of cell polarity, and cell size regulation84. In past decades, most
morphological studies relied on data obtained “by eye”, making it difficult to reproduce and
quantify those studies. CalMorph was designed to overcome this issue by automatically
processing and quantifying images of cells stained for the cell wall, actin cytoskeleton and
nuclear DNA (Fig. 6)84. A total of 501 parameters can be measured using CalMorph84. Of these,
254 parameters follow a normal distribution in wild-type cells and can be used to identify
morphological abnormalities in strains containing gene mutations84.
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Figure 6. Example of images analyzed by CalMorph
The wild-type SGA background strain BY8611 was stained for the nuclear DNA, cell wall and
actin using 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole, fluorescein isothiocyanate-conjugated concanavalin
A and rhodamine phalloidin, respectively. Images were taken at 100x magnification using ZEN
Blue Pro software with filters were set to DAPI, Alexafluor 488 and Rhodamine.

1.6 Objectives
Previously, the Brandl lab identified several potentially mistranslating tRNAs in the human
genome. These potentially mistranslating tRNAs variants include tRNAs that have a G3:U70
basepair as well as tRNAAla and tRNASer variants with altered anticodons sequences85. As
previously mentioned, the G3:U70 basepair confers alanine charging onto non-alanine tRNAs2.
tRNAAla and tRNASer are one of the few tRNAs that do use the anticodon as an identity element,
therefore they do not lose native aminoacylation upon alteration of the anticodon sequence5.
Given that tRNAs with the potential to mistranslate are found both in the human genome as well
as the genomes of other species, it would be in our interest to understand the effects of
mistranslating tRNAs on the cell.
Using S. cerevisiae as the model organism, I tested the hypothesis that the impact of a
mistranslating tRNA on the cell is dependent on either the extent of mistranslation or the nature
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of the amino acid substitution. To accomplish this, I used four different mistranslating tRNAs:
tRNAProUGG G3:U70 , tRNASerUCU G26A , tRNASerUGG G26A and tRNASerUGG U33G. tRNAProUGG G3:U70 ,
tRNASerUCU G26A , and tRNASerUGG U33G cause Pro-to-Ala, Arg-to-Ser, and Pro-to-Ser
mistranslation at roughly the same frequency, allowing me to directly compare the effects of
different types of amino acid substitutions. The two tRNASerUGG variants, which cause Pro-to-Ser
mistranslation, have different mistranslation frequencies.
There were three main objectives to my thesis. First, identify the physiological and biochemical
effects of each mistranslating tRNA on yeast cells. This was done through a combination of mass
spectrometry, growth assays and heat shock assays. Mass spectrometry was used to determine
the mistranslation frequency of each tRNA. Solid and liquid growth assays were used to
determine the effect that each tRNA had on growth. Heat shock response was measured to
determine the relative amount of proteotoxic stress induced by each tRNA. Second, identify and
compare the genetic interactions caused by each mistranslating tRNAs. Synthetic genetic array
(SGA) was used to identify sets of genes that display a genetic interaction with each
mistranslating tRNA. Third, identify and compare morphological abnormalities caused by each
mistranslating tRNA. The actin, cell wall and nuclear DNA of strains containing the
mistranslating tRNAs were stained then analyzed using CalMorph to identify any morphological
abnormalities in these strains.
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2

Materials and Methods

2.1 Yeast Strains and Growth Conditions:
The genotype of the strains used are listed in Table 4. The SGA starter strain, Y7092 was a kind
gift of Dr. Brenda Andrews (University of Toronto). Strains from the temperature sensitive
collection were obtained from Dr. Grant Brown (University of Toronto); all are derived from the
wild-type MATα haploid yeast strain BY474180,81.
Yeast strains were grown at room temperature in yeast extract peptone dextrose (YPD) or
synthetic dropout media (SD) lacking uracil. The SD media lacking uracil was supplemented
with nitrogenous bases, supplemented with 0.6% (g/vol) casamino acids (MP), 0.25% adenine
and 0.5% tryptophan (Cas -URA). The temperature sensitive collection was maintained in 1536format on yeast extract peptone dextrose (YPD) containing 200 mg/L geneticin (G418;
Invitrogen) plates. SGA query strains were maintained on YPD containing 100mg/L
neurseothricin-dihydrogen sulfate (NAT; Werner BioAgents) plates. Double mutants containing
both the SGA query and temperature sensitive mutation were maintained on synthetic dropout
media with 0.5 g/L monosodium glutamate (MSG, as the nitrogen source), 50 mg/L canavanine
(CAN; Sigma), 50 mg/L thialysine (THIA; Sigma), G418, and NAT lacking histidine, arginine
and lysine.
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Table 4. Description of yeast strains used in study
Strain
Genotype
BY4741 MATa his3∆0 leu2∆0 met15∆0 ura3∆0
Y7092

MATα can1∆::STE2pr-SpHIS5 lyp1∆ his3∆1 leu2∆0 ura3∆0

Reference
86
87

met15∆0
CY8611 MATα ho∆:: natNT2 can1∆::STE2pr-SpHIS5 lyp1∆
CY8612 MATα ho∆:: natNT2-tRNAProUGG G3:U70 can1∆::STE2pr-SpHIS5
lyp1∆
CY8613 MATα ho∆:: natNT2-tRNASerUGG G26A can1∆::STE2pr-SpHIS5
lyp1∆
CY8614 MATα ho∆:: natNT2-tRNASerUCU G26A can1∆::STE2pr-SpHIS5
lyp1∆
CY9003 MATα ho∆:: natNT2-tRNASerUGG U33G can1∆::STE2pr-SpHIS5
lyp1∆

2.2 Construction of SGA Query Strains
The protocol for constructing the SGA query strains was adapted from the PCR-mediated gene
deletion method of Baryshnikova et al87. A description of the tRNAs integrated into the SGA
query strain is listed in Table 5. These tRNA genes were integrated at the HO locus, a nonessential gene required for mating type interconversion of haploid strains; deletion of the HO
gene does not affect cell growth88,89.
A DNA fragment containing 200bp of upstream HO flanking region and 200bp of the HO gene
was synthesized by Life Technologies and cloned into pGEM-Teasy (Promega) as a NotI
fragment (pCB4386). The natNT2 marker from pFA6a–natNT290 was PCR amplified using
primers UK9789/UK9790 (see Supplemental Table 1) and inserted into pCB4386 as an EcoRI
fragment to generate the control SGA integrating vector, pCB4394. The gene encoding
tRNAProUGG G3:U70 was cut from a previously constructed vector (pCB29483) as a HindIII
fragment and moved into pCB4394 to create pCB4396. Genes encoding tRNASerUGG G26A,
tRNASerUGG U33G, tRNASerUCU G26A were PCR amplified from previously constructed vectors
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(pCB40234, pCB424472, pCB408472) using primers UG5953/VB2609 (see Supplemental Table
1) and inserted as HindIII fragments into pCB4394 after subcloning into pGEM-Teasy to
generate pCB4397, pCB4398, and pCB4602. The SGA integrating vectors (pCB4394, pCB4396,
pCB4397, pCB4398, pCB4602) were digested with NotI to obtain integrating fragments (see
Supplemental Figure 1) containing HO flanking regions, tRNA sequence and the natNT2 marker
or just HO flanking region and natNT2 marker in the case of pCB4394. These fragments were
transformed into Y7092 to generate the SGA query strains CY8611, CY8612, CY8613, CY8614,
and CY9003. Integration of the fragments were checked by PCR. Description of the plasmids
used in the construction of the SGA query strains can be found in Supplemental Table 2.
Table 5. Description of mutant tRNAs integrated in the SGA query background
Name

Amino Acid Substitution

SGA Strain

Reference

tRNAProUGG G3:U70

Proline to Alanine

CY8612

3

tRNASerUGG G26A

Proline to Serine

CY8613

4

tRNASerUCU G26A

Arginine to Serine

CY8614

72

tRNASerUGG U33G

Proline to Serine

CY9003

72

2.3 Yeast Transformation
Approximately 106 cells were grown, pelleted and washed twice with equal volumes of 100 mM
lithium acetate, 1.0 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) and 10 mM Tris HCl (pH 7.5;
LiAc). Cells were resuspended in 200μL of LiAc containing 100ug of denatured calf thymus
DNA. 100μL of cells were incubated with ~1.0 μg of plasmid DNA for 20 minutes at 30°C.
1.0mL of 40% polyethylene glycol 4000 (PEG) was added to the cells, then cells were incubated
for another 20 minutes at 30°C. 85μL of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) was added to the cells, then
cells were heat shocked for 15 minutes at 42°C. Cells were plated on selective media and grown
at room temperature.

2.4 Mass Spectrometry
The mistranslation frequency of each tRNA was quantified by mass spectrometry using the
following method described by Berg et al72. Briefly, yeast cultures were grown to saturation in
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media lacking uracil, before diluting to an optical density (OD) of 0.1 in the same media. Cells
were harvested when they reached an OD of 1.0, pelleted, and lysed in a denaturing lysis buffer
(8M urea, 50mM Tris, 75mM NaCl, pH 8.2) with 0.5 mm glass beads at 4°C. The lysate was
clarified via centrifugation, then protein samples were reduced with 5 mM dithiothreitol for 30
minutes at 55°C, alkylated with 15 mM iodoacetamide for 30 minutes at room temperature and
digested with lysyl endopeptidase (Wako Chemicals) over-night at room temperature. The
digested samples were acidified to pH 2 using trifluoroacetic acid and desalted on Empore C18
stage tips91 prior to being resuspended in 4% acetonitrile, 3% formic acid and subjected to liquid
chromatography coupled to a Q Exactive Hybrid Quadrupole-Orbitrap mass spectrometer
(Thermo Fisher). Peptides were separated by a gradient ranging from 8-30% acetonitrile in
0.125% formic acid delivered at 250 nL/min over 95 minutes with a total 120-minute acquisition
time. Peptides were analyzed using a data dependent acquisition method with full MS scans
acquired from 350-1500 m/z at 60,000 resolution with fill target of 3E6 ions and a maximum
injection time of 500 ms. The 20 most abundant ions were selected for fragmentation by
collision-induced dissociation and acquired in the ion trap with a 3E4 fill target and 100 ms of
maximum injection time. The MS/MS spectra were searched against the Saccharomyces Genome
Database yeast protein sequence database (downloaded in 2014) using Comet92 (release
2015.01). The precursor mass tolerance was set to 50 ppm. Constant modification of cysteine
7carbamidomethylation (57.021 Da) and variable modification of methionine oxidation (15.995
Da) were used for all searches. Variable modification of proline to alanine (-26.012 Da), proline
to serine (-10.021 Da) or arginine to serine (-69.069 Da) were used for the respective
mistranslating tRNAs. A maximum of two variable modifications were allowed per peptide.
Search results were filtered to a 1% FDR at the peptide spectrum match level using Percolator
(2017)93. To estimate the frequency of mistranslation, we calculated the ratio of mistranslated to
wild-type peptides in situations where both variants of the peptide could be observed. The
mistranslated peptides had to be specific to the type of amino acid substitution caused by the
mistranslating tRNA.
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2.5 Growth Rate Assays
Starter cultures of the SGA query strains were grown to saturation at 30°C in 1mL of synthetic
complete media with MSG as the nitrogen source and NAT. All cultures were normalized to an
OD600 of 0.1 then transferred into a clear-bottom 96 well plate. Each plate contained four
biological replicates and three technical replicates of each SGA query strain. Using an Epoch2
microplate reader and Gen5 3.08 software, the OD600 reading of each well was taken every 15
minutes for 24 hours with continuous shaking (double orbital) at 559cpm between each reading.
The temperature of the plate reader was set at 30°C. The “growthcurver” package in RStudio was
used to calculate the doubling time of each strain.
For assays done on solid media, SGA query strains were grown to saturation in 1mL of YPD +
NAT media at 30°C. All strains were normalized to an OD600 of 2 then spotted in 10-fold serial
dilutions onto YPD, YPD with 5% ethanol (EtOH) or synthetic minimal plates supplemented
with nitrogenous bases, amino acids and galactose (GAL) as the carbon source. The relative
growth of each strain was obtained by measuring the mean value of each colony in ImageJ and
comparing that value against the mean value of the wild-type colony.

2.6 Heat Shock Assay
A plasmid containing a heat shock element-driven enhanced green fluorescent protein (HSEeGFP) reporter was transformed into the SGA query strains; this plasmid was kindly provided to
us by Onn Brandman at Stanford University94. Starter cultures of the transformed yeast strains
were grown in 1mL of selective media for 2 days at room temperature. The starter cultures were
diluted 1:100 into 4mL of the same selective media and grown overnight at 30°C with shaking to
reach log phase. Cell densities were normalized then fluorescence was measured on a Biotec
Synergy H1 using Gen5 2.09 software with an excitation wavelength of 485nm and emission
wavelength of 528nm. Background fluorescence was measured using an untransformed CY8611
strain.
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2.7 Synthetic Genetic Array Analysis and Validation
The SGA assay was conducted according to the protocol by Baryshnikova et al87. Briefly, four
SGA query strains (CY8611, CY8612, CY8613, CY8614) were mated to the temperaturesensitive collection in a 1536-array format on YPD plates using a BM3-BC robot (S&P
Robotics, Inc.). The mated strains were grown overnight then pinned onto YPD + NAT/G418
plates to select for diploids. Haploids were generated by pinning the diploid strains onto
sporulation plates (1% potassium acetate, 0.05% glucose, 0.0125% histidine, 0.0625% leucine,
0.0125% lysine, 0.0125% uracil, 50mg/L G418) and incubating the plates for 1 week at 22°C.
The haploids then underwent three rounds of selection. The first round selected for MATa
haploids using SD media lacking histidine, arginine, and lysine, with MSG as nitrogen source,
and CAN and THIA (SD/MSG + CAN/THIA -His/Arg/Lys). The following two rounds of
selection used NAT and G418 to select for MATa haploids containing both the tRNA mutation
and temperature-sensitive allele. The resulting double mutant strain should grow in SD/MSG +
CAN/THIA/NAT/G418 -His/Arg/Lys media. The double mutants were grown at 30°C for a total
of 5 days, pictures of the plates were taken every 24 hours. Images from day 3 were analyzed and
scored using SGAtools95, genes linked to CAN1, LYP1 and HO were removed from the dataset
using a linkage cut-off of 200KB. Genes with an SGA score below -0.2 and p-value below 0.05
were characterized as synthetic. Genes with an SGA score above 0.5 and p-value below 0.05
were characterized as suppressors.
Double mutants were remade for the SGA strains that were characterized as either synthetic or
suppressor. This was done through mating or transformation. The mating procedure was similar
to the SGA protocol albeit with liquid sporulation in 3mL of 1% (g/vol) potassium acetate
instead of plates and double mutants were selected with two rounds of selection on SD/MSG +
CAN/ THIA/G418/NAT -His/Arg/Lys media. If a double mutant could not be made through
mating, then the temperature-sensitive strain was transformed with a YCplac33 plasmid
containing one of the tRNAs (see Supplemental Table 2); transformants were selected using Cas
-URA media.
Starter cultures of the double mutants were grown in selective media (SD/MSG + CAN/
THIA/G418/NAT -His/Arg/Lys or Cas -URA) at room temperature for 2-3 days until saturation.
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Cultures were normalized to an OD600nm of 1.0 then 10uL of both the double mutant with the
control marker and double mutant with the mistranslating tRNA were spotted onto selective plate
and grown at either 30°C or 28°C for two days; the temperature being determined by the extent
of temperature sensitivity of the parent strain. Images of the plates were taken on day 2. The
average mean value of each colony was measured using ImageJ with the plate background
subtracted. Each strain was scored by comparing the mean value of the double mutant with the
mistranslating tRNA to the mean value of the control double mutant. The additive effect of the
tRNA and temperature sensitive allele was used as a cut-off to determine if the strain was
synthetic.

2.8 Sequence Alignment
The mutant eco1-1 gene was PCR-amplified with 200bp of upstream flanking using primers
YA9871/ YA9872 (Supplemental Table 1) and cloned into pGEM-Teasy to generate pCB4639.
The eco1-1 gene was sequenced from the pCB4639 using M13 forward and reverse primers. The
sequence of eco1-1 was aligned to wild-type S. cerevisiae ECO1 and other ECO1 homologs
found in the model organism (landmark) database using NCBI BLASTP96–98.

2.9 GO and SAFE analysis
Genes identified as synthetic from the SGA analysis were run through the Gene Ontology (GO)
Term Finder (Version 0.86) on the Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD) website. GO terms
in the ontology aspect of process were identified using a p-value of 0.01 with a background of
4604 genes. Only genes listed in the yeast deletion and temperature sensitive collection were
included in the background set; genes physically linked to HO, LYP1, and CAN1 were excluded
from the background set. The enriched GO terms were processed through REVIGO to remove
redundant GO terms using an allowed similarity value of 0.599. GO terms with a frequency of
30% were also removed as those terms were commonly annotated to proteins in the S. cerevisiae
protein database.
Spatial analysis of functional enrichment (SAFE) was performed on the thecellmap.org100,101.
Terms given a p-value below 0.01 were considered enriched. The SAFE analysis was performed
using unique alleles because of redundancies in the global genetic interaction dataset (2016)81.
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2.10 CalMorph
The staining protocol was adapted from Ohya et al84. Starter cultures of the SGA query strains
were grown in 1mL of YPD + NAT media for 2 days at room temperature until saturation. The
starter cultures were diluted 1:250 in 1mL of SD media supplemented with 0.6% (g/vol)
casamino acids (MP), 0.25% adenine, 0.5% tryptophan and 0.25% uracil and grown overnight at
room temperature. Strains were collected during log phase (OD600 between 0.8-1.2) and fixed in
3.65% formaldehyde at room temperature for 30 minutes. Fixed cells were washed twice with 1x
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) then stained overnight with rhodamine phalloidin (Rh-ph; 1x
working solution as described by Abcam) to stain for actin networks. The following day, cells
were washed twice with 1xPBS and once with P-Buffer (10 mM sodium phosphate, 150 mM
NaCl, pH 7). The cell wall was stained for 10 minutes using 20 μg/mL fluorescein
isothiocyanate-conjugated concanavalin A (FITC-ConA; Sigma) in P-buffer. Cells were washed
twice with P-buffer then mixed with 40uL of mounting buffer (90% glycerol, 10ug/mL
paraphenylenediamine, 200ug/mL 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI)). The DAPI in the
mounting buffer was used to stain the nuclear DNA of the cell. 1.5uL of cell solution was placed
onto a microscope slide with an agar pad (1% agar) and covered with 22mm x22mm x 1mm
coverslip. Images were taken with an Upright Zeiss AxioImager Z1 microscope set at 100x
magnification using ZEN Blue Pro software. Filters were set to DAPI, Alexafluor 488 and
Rhodamine.
The images were exported as jpg files and converted to the correct dimensions using
IrfanView64. CalMorph 1.2 was used to analyze the image files84. Cells that were obvious
outliers were excluded from further analysis. We normalized our wild-type data to the wild-type
data reported by Ohya et al.84 and estimated abnormality of 254 parameters in our mutant strains
using the normal distribution of the wild-type. Parameters that had a p-value below 10-5 in either
biological replicate were considered abnormal. To account for false positives, any parameters
that did not have a p-value below 10-2 in either biological replicate were removed from the list.
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3

Results

Previously, the Brandl lab constructed several tRNAs that allow different amino acid
substitutions. These included tRNASer derivatives with anticodons and secondary mutations that
substitute serine at different codons and a tRNAPro variant that substitutes alanine at proline
codons3,72. My studies centred on four different tRNA variants. tRNAProUGG G3:U70 causes Pro-toAla mistranslation at proline codons. tRNASerUGG G26A and tRNASerUGG U33G cause Pro-to-Ser
mistranslation at proline codons at a frequency of approximately 5% and 3%, respectively72.
tRNASerUCU G26A causes Arg-to-Ser mistranslation at arginine codons. The principal goal of my
thesis studies was to compare the effects of these different tRNAs on the phenotype of cells,
testing the hypothesis that the extent and nature of the amino acid substitution would influence
the impact of the mistranslating tRNA on the cell.
Genes encoding tRNAProUGG G3:U70, tRNASerUGG G26A, tRNASerUCU G26A, and tRNASerUGG U33G were
integrated into the SGA starter strain (Y7092) at the HO locus with a NAT marker to create
CY8612, CY8613, CY8614, and CY9003 respectively. All of the tRNASer derivatives arise from
the SUP17 locus and include approximately 300 bp of up and downstream flanking sequence.
tRNAProUGG G3:U70 is derived from the SUF9 locus and contains a similar amount of flanking
sequence. The control strain (CY8611) was constructed by integrating a NAT marker at the HO
locus of Y7092.

3.1 Assessing the Mistranslation Frequency of Each tRNA
Variant in the SGA Query Background Strains
To assess the mistranslation frequency of each tRNA when integrated into the yeast genome, the
cellular proteomes of CY8611 (WT), CY8612 (tRNAProUGG G3:U70), CY8613 (tRNASerUGG G26A),
and CY8614 (tRNASerUCU G26A) were analyzed by mass spectrometry. The number of tRNA
related substitutions (ie. Pro-to-Ala for CY8612/ tRNAProUGG G3:U70) identified in each strain
across three biological replicates was used to calculate the mistranslation frequency of each
tRNA. Approximately 11000-24000 peptides were analyzed for each replicate (Supplemental
Table 3). Each tRNA caused a significant increase in mistranslation (Student's t-Test, p-value <
0.05) over the wild-type mistranslation frequency of ~1% (Fig. 7). A mistranslation frequency of
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~2.8% was identified for both tRNAProUGG G3:U70 and tRNASerUCU G26A and a mistranslation
frequency of 4.7% was identified for tRNASerUGG G26A. Since comparison of tRNASerUGG G26A
with the other tRNAs is complicated by its higher mistranslation frequency, an SGA query strain
containing tRNASerUGG U33G was constructed. This tRNA was previously found to mistranslate at
a frequency of ~3%, similar to tRNAProUGG G3:U70 and tRNASerUCU G26A, when it was expressed
from a centromeric plasmid72.

Figure 7. Measurement of mistranslation frequency by mass spectrometry
Mass spectrometry analysis of the cellular proteome was performed on CY8611 (WT), CY8612
(tRNAProUGG G3:U70), CY8613 (tRNASerUGG G26A), and CY8614 (tRNASerUCU G26A). The frequency
of tRNA-related amino acid substitutions was calculated in each respective strain across three
biological replicates.

3.2 Assessing the Impact of Different tRNA Variants on Cellular
Growth
The impact of the tRNAs on growth was assessed in both liquid and solid media. The liquid
growth assay was done through a 24-hour growth curve using an Epoch2 microplate reader and
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Gen5 3.08 software. CY8611 (WT), CY8612 (tRNAProUGG G3:U70), CY8613 (tRNASerUGG G26A),
CY8614 (tRNASerUCU G26A) and CY9003 (tRNASerUGG U33G) were grown at 30°C in liquid
synthetic complete media with MSG as nitrogen source and NAT. Four biological and three
technical replicates of each strain were grown at 30°C from a starting OD600 of 0.1. The doubling
time and relative growth of each strain compared to the wild-type is shown in (Table 6). Each of
the mistranslating tRNAs caused a significant increase in doubling time over the average wildtype doubling time of 84 minutes. This demonstrates that all of the tRNAs impact growth rate.
CY8613 containing tRNASerUGG G26A, the tRNA with the highest mistranslation frequency at
4.7%, had longest doubling time and greatest reduction in growth with a relative growth rate of
~86% compared to the wild-type. Interestingly, CY8612, CY8614, and CY9003, which all
contained tRNAs that mistranslate at ~3%, produced different doubling times. Of the three
tRNAs, tRNAProUGG G3:U70 had the least impact on growth. CY8612 had a doubling time of 90
minutes, corresponding to a relative growth rate of ~94% compared to wild-type. tRNASerUCU
G26A

and tRNASerUGG U33G caused a similar growth phenotype. CY8614 and CY9003 had a

doubling time of 94 and 95 minutes, respectively. This difference in growth rate suggests that
certain amino acid substitutions are better tolerated by the cell. Potential reasons for this are
considered in the discussion.
Table 6. Relative growth rate of strains containing mistranslating tRNAs in liquid media.
Strains were normalized to an OD600 of 0.1 then grown for 24 hours at 30°C in a clear-bottom
96 well plate. The OD600 of each strain was measured once every 15 minutes for 24 hours to
obtain the doubling time. The relative growth rate was calculated using the doubling time.
Strain

tRNA

CY8611

Doubling Time (min)

Relative Growth Rate

84.4 ± 0.4

1

CY8612

tRNAProUGG G3:U70

90.2 ± 0.2

0.935 ± 0.005

CY8613

tRNASerUGG G26A

97.9 ± 0.1

0.862 ± 0.002

CY8614

tRNASerUCU G26A

94.1 ± 0.1

0.896 ± 0.004

CY9003

tRNASerUGG U33G

95.2 ± 0.2

0.887 ± 0.003

Growth in solid media was measured through spot assays. All strains were normalized to the
same OD and spotted in 10-fold dilutions on YPD (at 30°C or 37°C), YPD with 5% EtOH
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(30°C) or synthetic minimal plates with galactose as the carbon source (30°C). Table 7 shows the
relative growth of each strain compared to the wild-type strain under the different growth
conditions. The growth of strains on YPD at 30°C and 37°C were measured at day 1 because
growth had saturated by day 2 (Fig. 8). The two tRNAs that cause Pro-to-Ser mistranslation,
tRNASerUGG U33G and tRNASerUGG G26A, had a greater impact on growth rate compared to
tRNAProUGG G3:U70 (Pro-to-Ala) or tRNASerUCU G26A (Arg-to-Ser). This signalled that Pro-to-Ser
substitutions had a greater impact on growth compared to Pro-to-Ala or Arg-to-Ser
mistranslations. Significant differences in growth rate were observed between strains containing
tRNASerUGG U33G and tRNASerUGG G26A thus showing that higher mistranslation frequency
correlates with a greater impact on growth rate (Table 7, Fig. 8, see Supplemental Figure 2 for
additional plate images). tRNASerUCU G26A and tRNAProUGG G3:U70 caused similar growth
phenotypes on YPD and YPD 5% EtOH plates. However, on GAL plates, tRNASerUCU G26A had a
greater impact on growth than tRNAProUGG G3:U70. These results show that both the mistranslation
frequency and nature of the amino acid substitution affect the impact of a mistranslating tRNA
on cell growth.
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Table 7. Relative growth rate of strains containing mistranslating tRNAs on solid media.
Strains were grown on YPD, YPD containing 5% EtOH and minimum plates with GAL as the
carbon sources. Strains were grown at 30°C unless otherwise specified. Growth measurements
were taken after 1-2 days of growth depending on the condition tested. The mean grey value of
the wild-type and mutant colonies were measured using ImageJ. The relative growth rate of each
strain was calculated by determining the ratio of wild-type colony value to the mutant colony
value. Two replicates of each strain were grown.
tRNA
tRNAProUGG G3:U70

tRNASerUCU G26A

tRNASerUGG U33G

tRNASerUGG G26A

Substitution

RT
(Day 2)

30°C
(Day 1)

37°C
(Day 1)

5% EtOH
(Day 2)

GAL
(Day 2)

Pro → Ala

.895 ±

.763 ±

0.662 ±

.773 ±

.961 ±

(3%)

0.005

0.003

0.002

0.003

0.001

Arg → Ser

.857 ±

.794 ±

0.708 ±

.733 ±

.843 ±

(3%)

0.003

0.004

0.002

0.003

0.003

Pro → Ser

.683 ±

.455 ±

0.522 ±

.616 ±

.916 ±

(3%)

0.003

0.005

0.002

0.004

0.004

Pro → Ser

.650 ±

.261 ±

0.284 ±

.322 ±

.845 ±

(5%)

0.001

0.001

0.004

0.002

0.005
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Figure 8. Comparison of strains with tRNA variants grown for different periods of time.
Strains were normalized to the same OD, spotted in 10-fold dilution and grown at 30°C on YPD
plates.

3.3 tRNA Variants Induce Different Levels of Heat Shock
Response
One of the cellular mechanisms that allow eukaryotic cells to maintain proteostasis is the heat
shock response pathway. Activation of this pathway upregulates a multitude of genes involved in
protein folding, transport and modification, degradation and more in response to the presence of
misfolded proteins in the cytoplasm102,103. The set of induced genes is mainly under the control of
the heat shock transcription factor Hsf1 in yeast, which binds to heat shock elements (HSE)
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within promoters103. Mistranslation disrupts the proteome and thus induces a heat shock
response. To monitor the heat shock response induced by the different tRNAs, each strain was
transformed with an URA3 centromeric plasmid that encodes an HSE-eGFP reporter. The
transformed strains were grown to saturation in Cas -URA media, diluted 1:100 in 4mL of Cas URA media then grown overnight at 30°C such that the cells reached log phase. During log
phase, S. cerevisiae cultures undergo exponential growth. The heat shock response was
determined from the relative amount of green fluorescent protein (GFP) expressed by each strain
using an average of five biological replicates (Fig. 9).
tRNASerUGG G26A induced the highest heat shock response of the four mistranslating tRNAs,
causing a 6.4-fold increase in heat shock response relative to the wild-type strain. The extent of
the heat shock response positively correlates with the level of mistranslation; tRNASerUGG U33G,
which also causes Pro-to-Ser mistranslation albeit at a lower frequency (~3%) than tRNASerUGG
resulted in a 3.9-fold increase in heat shock response over wild-type levels. Like the effect

G26A

on growth, the three tRNAs that mistranslate at similar frequencies induced statistically
significant differences in heat shock response (Student’s T-test, p-value < 0.05); tRNAProUGG
G3:U70

and tRNASerUCU G26A induced a 1.5-fold and 2.4-fold increase in heat shock response,

respectively. The finding that the heat shock response induced by the three tRNAs that
mistranslate at approximately the same frequency were significantly different further supports
the conclusion that different amino acid substitutions affect cells differently. By comparing the
heat shock response in conjunction with growth effect, the cellular impact of these tRNAs can be
ranked from least to most as tRNAProUGG G3:U70, tRNASerUCU G26A, tRNASerUGG U33G, tRNASerUGG
G26A.
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Figure 9. Heat shock induced by mistranslating tRNAs.
Heat shock was response measured using an HSE-eGFP reporter transformed into strains with
mistranslating tRNA variants. The average fluorescence of five biological replicates were
measured for each strain and normalized to the average wild-type fluorescence to determine the
fold effect of each tRNA. Five biological replicates and two technical replicates were measured
per strain.
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3.4 Assessing Differences in Genetic Interactions
I predicted that if the tRNA variants caused varying degrees of heat shock response and growth
rate defects, their degree of genetic interactions would also differ. In addition, since the tRNAs
cause different types of amino acid substitutions, I expected sets of unique genetic interactions to
be identified for each tRNA. The Boone and Andrews’ labs pioneered the SGA screening
technology to allow the high throughput identification of genetic interactions87. A preliminary
SGA was screened with a query strain containing tRNASerUGG G26A using both the yeast deletion
and temperature-sensitive collections to evaluate the possibility of using genetic interactions to
compare the cellular response to different tRNAs. The deletion collection contains knockouts of
~4800 nonessential yeast genes104. The temperature sensitive collection contains conditional
mutations of 868 essential genes81. In the deletion collection, ~0.2% of strains were validated as
having negative synthetic interactions with tRNASerUGG G26A. In the temperature sensitive
collection, ~2.6% of strains exhibited a synthetic interaction with tRNASerUGG G26A, suggesting a
comparative screen versus the temperature sensitive collection would better identify differences
in the tRNAs80. The difference in the degree of genetic interactions can likely be attributed to the
redundant functions found in the yeast genome; the number of knockout strains in the delection
collection shows that ~80% of yeast genes are redundant78.
To explore the genetic profiles of tRNAProUGG G3:U70, tRNASerUGG G26A, and tRNASerUCU G26A, the
SGA query strains; CY8611 (WT), CY8612 (tRNAProUGG G3:U70), CY8613 (tRNASerUGG G26A), and
CY8614 (tRNASerUCU G26A), were mated to the temperature sensitive collection. CY9003
(tRNASerUGG U33G) was not used in the SGA as the variation in mistranslation frequency was not
known at the time. Through mating and sporulation, MATa haploids with both the kanMXlinked temperature sensitive allele and natNT2-linked tRNA mutation were selected. Control
MATa haploids with the kanMX-linked temperature sensitive allele and a natNT2 marker were
also selected. kanMX and natNT2 confer G418 and NAT resistances, respectively. Images of the
double mutants after three days of growth on SD/MSG + CAN/THIA/G418/NAT -His/Leu/Arg
plates at 30°C were analyzed, normalized and scored using SGAtools. Using an SGA score of ≤ 0.2 with a p-value cut-off ≤ 0.05; 18, 125 and 78 strains were identified to have a negative
synthetic interaction with tRNAProUGG G3:U70, tRNASerUGG G26A, and tRNASerUCU G26A, respectively.
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Interestingly, these numbers correlate with the relative toxicity of each tRNA as measured by
their impact on growth and heat shock response. An SGA score of ≥ 0.5 with a p-value ≤ 0.05
were used to identify positive interactions; 0, 9, and 5 positive interactions were identified for
tRNAProUGG G3:U70, tRNASerUGG G26A, and tRNASerUCU G26A, respectively.
The genetic interactions identified in the robotic screen were re-evaluated by remaking the
double mutant strains either through mating and sporulation or by transforming in the mutant
tRNA on a centromeric plasmid. The control strains contained the temperature sensitive allele
and either a NAT marker or a wild-type tRNA on a centromeric plasmid. Both the double mutant
and control strains were normalized to an OD600 of 1 and spotted onto selective plates. After two
days of growth at either 30°C or 28°C, the mean value of each colony was measured using
ImageJ; this value is indicative of the relative colony size. The ratio of the mean value between
the double mutant and the control was used to score each strain. If this ratio fell below the cut-off
value calculated using the additive effect of the tRNA and temperature-sensitive allele, then the
strain was validated as synthetic (Supplemental Table 4).
After revalidation the number of strains that were confirmed as synthetic for each tRNA were 9,
89, and 36 for tRNAProUGG G3:U70, tRNASerUGG G26A, and tRNASerUCU G26A respectively. These
strains represent 9, 77 and 33 genes respectively. The difference between the strain number and
gene number arises from the fact that multiple alleles representing the same gene can be found in
the temperature sensitive collection. Figure 10 shows a Venn diagram, comparing the number of
genes synthetic to each tRNA. Only one gene, CDC11 was synthetic to all three tRNAs.
tRNAProUGG G3:U70 had three genes that overlapped with tRNASerUGG G26A and one gene that
overlapped with tRNASerUCU G26A. 16 genes were synthetic to both tRNASerUGG G26A and
tRNASerUCU G26A. Figure 11 depicts the hierarchical clustering of genes synthetic to each tRNA
based on Euclidean distance. The pattern of genetic interactions is unique to each tRNA,
demonstrating that they have distinct genetic profiles.
GO term analysis was conducted using the GO Term Finder from the Saccharomyces Genome
Database. The background set of genes excludes genes not found in either the deletion or
temperature-sensitive collections and genes physically linked to HO, CAN1, and LYP1. Enriched
terms in the ontology aspect of process were identified using a p-value cut-off of 0.01.
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Redundant GO terms were filtered with REVIGO using an allowed similarity of 0.5; GO terms
with a frequency above 30% were also removed as these terms are very general (ie. metabolic
process) and have been annotated to a large portion of the S. cerevisiae protein database99. GO
terms could not be identified from the set of genes synthetic to tRNAProUGG G3:U70. This is likely
due to the low number of genes associated with that tRNA. No GO terms were identified with
the set of 16 genes synthetic to both tRNASerUGG G26A and tRNASerUCU G26A. However, the
remaining genes that were synthetic exclusively to tRNASerUGG G26A or tRNASerUCU G26A were
enriched to many GO terms. Ten GO terms were identified using a list of 57 genes synthetic only
with tRNASerUGG G26A (Table 8). Although many redundant terms have been removed, some of
remaining GO terms could still be grouped into certain categories; four terms were associated
with RNA or mRNA processing and two terms were associated with cellular component
biogenesis. Eight GO terms were identified using the list of 15 genes associated only with
tRNASerUCU G26A (Table 9). Several GO terms were associated with DNA replication and gene
expression regulation. Interestingly, some GO terms were identified in both the tRNASerUGG G26A
and tRNASerUCU G26A list. They were cellular component biogenesis, macromolecular complex
subunit organization and ribonucleoprotein complex biogenesis. This suggests that tRNASerUGG
G26A

and tRNASerUCU G26A are affecting different genes in related pathways.

Figure 10. Venn diagram showing the number of genes synthetic to tRNAProUGG G3:U70,
tRNASerUGG G26A, and tRNASerUCU G26A.
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Figure 11. Heat map of genes synthetic to each tRNA.
Hierarchical clustering of genes synthetic with each tRNA based on Euclidean distance. These
genes were first identified as synthetic in the SGA screen then were revalidated to eliminate
false positives. A list of the GO terms located to the side of the heat map can be found in
Table 8 and 9.
Table 8. Enriched GO terms identified for genes synthetic to tRNASerUGG G26A
Cluster
Genome
GO ID
Description
frequency
frequency
P-value
57.9%
24.8%
GO:0010467 gene expression
4.42E-05
52.6%
17.9%
GO:0044085 cellular component biogenesis
1.12E-06
GO:0043933
GO:0006396
GO:0022613
GO:0016071
GO:0006397
GO:0090502
GO:0044089
GO:0045862

macromolecular complex
subunit organization
RNA processing
ribonucleoprotein complex
biogenesis
mRNA metabolic process
mRNA processing
RNA phosphodiester bond
hydrolysis, endonucleolytic
positive regulation of cellular
component biogenesis
positive regulation of
proteolysis

29.8%
35.1%

10.9%
7.5%

2.77E-03
8.90E-07

35.1%
21.1%
17.5%

6.3%
4.8%
3.0%

3.73E-08
5.24E-03
2.61E-03

10.5%

0.9%

5.62E-03

14.0%

1.8%

2.53E-03

7.0%

0.3%

4.63E-03
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Table 9. Enriched GO terms identified for genes synthetic to tRNASerUCU G26A
Cluster
Genome
GO ID
Description
frequency frequency
P-value
80.0%
20.5%
1.80E-04
GO:0016070 RNA metabolic process
86.7%
17.9%
1.92E-06
GO:0044085 cellular component biogenesis
macromolecular complex subunit
GO:0043933 organization
GO:0022613 ribonucleoprotein complex biogenesis
regulation of gene expression,
GO:0040029 epigenetic
GO:0006342 chromatin silencing
GO:0006260 DNA replication
pre-replicative complex assembly
involved in nuclear cell cycle DNA
GO:0006267 replication

60.0%
53.3%

10.9%
6.3%

8.20E-04
1.5E-04

33.3%
33.3%
33.3%

2.8%
2.8%
2.5%

5.70E-03
2.29E-03
3.55E-03

26.7%

0.3%

1.06E-05

Since tRNASerUGG G26A had a higher mistranslation frequency, it was possible that some synthetic
interactions with this tRNA arose due this elevated frequency making comparison to the other
tRNAs more difficult. To determine if Pro-to-Ser substitutions were the main cause of the
synthetic interactions, BY4741 and 12 temperature sensitive strains were transformed with WT
tRNASer, tRNASerUGG G26A, and tRNASerUGG U33G on URA3 centromeric plasmids. The transformed
strains were spotted onto Cas -URA plates and grown for two days. The mean value of each
colony was measured to determine the relative growth of each strain transformed with
tRNASerUGG G26A, and tRNASerUGG U33G (see Supplemental Table 5). Of the 12 strains, 9 were
synthetic to tRNASerUGG U33G. This confirms that mistranslation frequency contributes to the
phenotype caused by a mistranslating tRNA and demonstrates that synthetic interactions can
arise due to increased mistranslation. However, even if 25% of strains synthetic to tRNASerUGG
G26A are

caused to its increased mistranslation frequency, there would still be a greater number of

synthetic interactions caused by tRNASerUGG U33G than either tRNAProUGG G3:U70 or tRNASerUCU
G26A.

This reinforces the idea that different types of amino acid substitution cause different

effects on the cell.
To further analyze the network of genes associated with each mistranslating tRNA, including
tRNAProUGG G3:U70, a SAFE analysis was performed on the alleles that displayed a synthetic
interaction with each tRNA. A list of alleles was used in the SAFE analysis since multiple alleles
were associated with certain genes and could possibly skew clustering towards certain functional
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terms. SAFE identifies biological networks based on protein-protein and genetic interactions
then annotates these networks to a functional map101. Functional enrichments were identified for
all three sets of alleles using a p-value cut-off of 0.01. An overlay of the functional enrichments
identified for each tRNA is shown in Figure 12A. The alleles annotated to biological networks
are shown in Supplemental Table 6. We note that not all inputted alleles could be annotated to a
network and some of annotated alleles could not be mapped to a function. Figure 12B displays a
Venn diagram comparing the functional enrichments identified in each tRNA allele set. Genes
synthetic to tRNASerUGG G26A were annotated to the functions of cell polarity, protein turnover
and mRNA processing. Genes synthetic to tRNAProUGG G3:U70 were annotated to the functions of
cytokinesis, protein turnover and mRNA processing. Genes synthetic to tRNASerUCU G26A were
annotated to the functions of DNA replication and repair and mRNA processing. tRNAProUGG
G3:U70

and tRNASerUGG G26A shared more commonalities as they both affected protein turnover in

addition to mRNA processing. Whereas the only commonality tRNASerUCU G26A shared with the
other tRNAs was mRNA processing.
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Figure 12. Functional enrichments associated with genes that have synthetic interaction
with each tRNA.
A) SAFE analysis mapping alleles associated with each tRNA to biological network then
annotating these networks to a functional map. B) Venn diagram comparing functions annotated
to each tRNA by the SAFE analysis.

3.5 Suppression of Temperature Sensitive Alleles by
Mistranslation
Previously, the Brandl lab found that Pro-to-Ala and Pro-to-Ser mistranslation suppresses a
stress sensitive L187P mutation in the S. cerevisiae TTI2 gene3,4. Using the SGA screen, I
wanted to identify more mutations that could be suppressed by mistranslation. Using an SGA
score ≥ 0.5 and a p-value ≤ 0.05, I identified nine and five temperature sensitive alleles that were
potentially suppressed by tRNASerUGG G26A and tRNASerUCU G26A, respectively. No strains were
suppressed by tRNAProUGG G3:U70 in the SGA screen. Upon revalidation, only the eco1-1 strain
was verified to be suppressed by a mistranslating tRNA. This is an essential gene required for
establishment of sister chromatid cohesion105. As shown in Figure 13A, tRNASerUGG G26A
suppresses the slow growth phenotype of the eco1-1 strain at 30°C and 37°C. The eco1-1 strain
was also transformed with plasmids expressing tRNAProUGG G3:U70 and tRNASerUCU G26A to
determine if other types of amino acid substitutions can suppress the stress sensitive phenotype.
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tRNAProUGG G3:U70 suppressed the temperature sensitive growth at 37°C, but to a lesser extent
than tRNASerUGG G26A (Fig 13B). No suppression was seen with tRNASerUCU G26A showing that the
temperature sensitive mutation was most likely at a proline residue. Interestingly, this strain had
only been reported to have a Gly-to-Asp substitution at residue 211, which would be unaffected
by the tRNAs used105. Sequencing of the eco1-1 gene revealed four residues that deviated from
the wild-type ECO1 gene; G184D, S213P, K260R, and G273D (Fig. 14A). Of the four
mutations, the only S213P could be mistranslated by tRNAProUGG G3:U70 and tRNASerUGG G26A.
Serine 213 a part of a highly conserved C-terminal acetyltransferase domain106 (Fig. 14B). The
S213P mutation is the most likely cause of the stress sensitivity at higher temperatures given that
tRNASerUGG G26A will revert the proline residue back to the original serine residue.

Figure 13. Suppression of a temperature-sensitive eco1-1 allele through mistranslation.
A) The eco1-1 yeast strain was transformed with URA3 centromeric plasmids expressing
tRNASer (pCB3076) or tRNASerUGG, G26A (pCB4023), grown to saturation in Cas -URA media at
room temperature, spotted in 10-fold serial dilutions on Cas -URA plates and grown at 24°C,
30°C or 37°C. Images were taken after two days of growth. B) The eco1-1 strain from the
temperature sensitive collection was transformed with centromeric plasmids expressing tRNASer
(pCB3076), tRNASerUGG, G26A (pCB4023), tRNAProUGG, G3:U70 (pCB2948) or tRNASerUCU, G26A
(pCB4301). Cells were grown to saturation in Cas -URA media, spotted in 10-fold serial
dilutions on Cas -URA plates and grown for two days at 24°C or 37°C.
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Figure 14. NCBI BLASTP alignment of eco1-1.
The location of residue 213 is denoted with *. A) Alignment of eco1-1 mRNA sequence to wildtype ECO1, identified mutations are highlighted in red. B) Multiple sequence alignment of
ECO1 homologs found in the model organism (landmark) database. The conserved
acetyltransferase domain is circled in red.

3.6 Identifying Morphological Abnormalities Caused by
Mistranslation
As another method to compare the impact of the different tRNAs on cells, I analyzed
morphological abnormalities resulting from the presence of the different tRNAs. CalMorph, an
imaging program developed by Ohya et al., was used to identify morphological changes in the
cell wall, actin and nuclear DNA84. Two biological reps of CY8611 (WT), CY8612 (tRNAProUGG
G3:U70),

CY8613 (tRNASerUGG G26A), CY8614 (tRNASerUCU G26A) and CY9003 (tRNASerUGG U33G)

were grown to log phase (OD600 of 0.8-1.2) then fixed with formaldehyde. The fixed cells were
stained with FITC-ConA to identify the cell wall, Rh-ph to identify actin and DAPI to identify
the nucleus. Approximately 200 cells of each strain were imaged for each biological replicate
then analyzed with CalMorph 1.2. There were no morphological abnormalities in the cell wall or
nuclear DNA that could be observed by eye, however actin localization did appear to be
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disrupted by mistranslation (Fig. 15). This is especially noticeable when comparing the wild-type
to the strain containing tRNASerUGG G26A; actin is much more localized in the wild-type strain
whereas the tRNASerUGG G26A strain exhibits a much more diffuse actin phenotype.

Figure 15. Examples of actin localization in strains with the tRNA variants.
CY8611 (WT), CY8612 (tRNAProUGG G3:U70), CY8613 (tRNASerUGG G26A), CY 8614 (tRNASerUCU
G26A)

and CY9003 (tRNASerUGG U33G) were grown to saturation with 1mL of YPD + NAT media.

The cells were diluted 1:250 in Cas -URA media supplemented with uracil and grown overnight.
After the cultures reached log phase (OD600 0.8-1.2), the cells were fixed with formaldehyde and
stained with Rh-ph, FITC-ConA and DAPI to stain for actin, cell wall and nuclear DNA. Images
were taken at 100x magnification with an Upright Zeiss AxioImager Z1 microscope set using
ZEN Blue Pro software.
In the initial CalMorph paper, Ohya et al. identified 254 morphological parameters that follow a
normal distribution in a wild-type S. cerevisiae strain84. Using the normal distribution of these
254 parameters, I estimated the probability that the same morphological parameter would fall
outside the wild-type distribution in my mutant strains. Any parameter that fell below a p-value
cut-off of 10-5 in either biological replicate was considered abnormal. To account for false
positives, any parameters that did not have a p-value below 10-2 in either biological replicate
were removed from the list (see Supplemental Table 7). Figure 16 shows the hierarchical
clustering of 50 morphological parameters; each parameter was abnormal in at least one strain.
The pattern of morphological abnormalities differed in each strain demonstrating that each tRNA
has a different effect on cell morphology. The most distinct profile was caused by tRNASerUCU
G26A,

which causes amino acid substitutions at arginine codons rather than at proline codons, as is

the case with the other three tRNAs. Interestingly, tRNASerUGG U33G clustered more closely to
tRNAProUGG G3:U70 than to tRNASerUGG G26A. However, most of the morphological abnormalities
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found for the tRNASerUGG U33G strain were also identified in the tRNASerUGG G26A strain and is
likely due to them both causing Pro-to-Ser mistranslation.

Figure 16. Hierarchical clustering of morphological parameters affected by each tRNA.
Parameters were clustered based on Euclidean distance. Each parameter had to show up as
abnormal in at least one strain.
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4

Discussion

To determine whether the extent or nature of mistranslation affects the phenotype caused by a
mistranslating tRNA in eukaryotic cells, I assessed the impact of four different mistranslating
tRNAs on yeast cells. Three of the tRNAs; tRNAProUGG G3:U70 (Pro-to-Ala), tRNASerUCU G26A (Argto-Ser), tRNASerUGG U33G (Arg-to-Ser), mistranslate at the same frequency (~3%) allowing for the
direct comparison of different amino acid substitutions. Two tRNAs that cause Pro-to-Ser
mistranslation were used to determine the effect of different mistranslation frequencies on the
resulting phenotype, they were tRNASerUGG G26A (5%) and tRNASerUGG U33G (3%)72. The cellular
effect of each tRNA was measured by assaying for growth rate, heat shock response, genetic
interactions and cell morphology.
Studying the effects of these tRNA variants would allow us to understand the impact of
mistranslation on an organism. This could have implications on human health. A previous study
that sequenced 605 tRNA-encoding genes across 84 individuals identified tRNA variants with
mutations that could potentially cause mistranslation85. The authors of this study suggested that
tRNA variants could be genetic modifiers of disease as they could disrupt the proteome, which
puts additional strain on cells already affected by another mutation or disease85. Therefore, it is
important how different types of mistranslation affect cells as certain types of mistranslation
could be more detrimental.

4.1 Factors that Affect Mistranslation Tolerance
Mistranslation occurs whenever an amino acid not specified by the mRNA is added to a
polypeptide chain during translation. Mistranslation changes the primary sequence of proteins
and can result in the formation of truncated or misfolded proteins which may lead to a loss of
proteostasis. In Francis Crick’s frozen accident hypothesis, he stated that any change to the
universal codon code would be highly deleterious because it would have a global impact on the
proteome by introducing “mistakes” to multiple proteins41. Although, it is true that mistranslation
is generally seen as a deleterious event, we now know that organisms use mistranslation as a way
of adapting to environmental changes. Common examples of this include the misincorporation of
extra methionine residues into proteins under conditions of oxidative stress found in E. coli, S.
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cerevisiae, and mammalian cells as well as the ambiguous decoding of the CUG codon in C.
albicans as either Leu or Ser 48,58–60.
All organisms tolerate some level of mistranslation since it naturally occurs once every 103-4
codons either as a result of misacylation or improper decoding57. Mutations that affect the either
the sequence of tRNAs, that carry amino acids, or the aaRSs, that charge tRNAs, can elevate the
frequency of mistranslation. For example, the insertion of a G3:U70 base-pair, a major identity
element for alanine tRNAs, causes mischarging of alanine onto tRNAPro in yeast as well as
tRNACys and tRNAPhe in E. coli2,3,22,23. It is also known that near cognate amino acids are
mischarged onto tRNAs by some aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases. Examples of this include the
isoleucyl-tRNA synthetase which mischarges valine onto tRNAIle, valyl-tRNA synthetase which
mischarges threonine onto tRNAVal and alanyl-tRNA synthetase which mischarges both glycine
and serine onto tRNAAla 107–109. Mistakes like these are often corrected through editing domains
either on the aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase or on a trans-acting editing enzyme; mutations that
disrupt these editing domains will increase the frequency of mistranslation31.
Previously, the Brandl lab constructed several different tRNASerUGG variants that mistranslate
proline to serine to different extents72. By comparing the growth rate of three different
tRNASerUGG variants that mistranslate at 0.3%, 3% and 5%, Berg et al. showed a negative
correlation between growth rate and mistranslation frequency72. This demonstrates that the
mistranslation frequency has a pronounced impact on the fitness of a cell. Higher rates of
mistranslation likely result in a greater number of misfolded proteins, which need to be corrected
by the cell to prevent a loss of proteostasis. This is a resource-intensive process which can reduce
overall growth otherwise the loss of proteostasis can lead to cell death47.
In addition to the level of mistranslation, the properties of the substituted amino acids should be
taken into consideration. Given that amino acids can be categorized by physio-chemical
properties such as size, polarity and charge, certain substitutions would be expected to be better
tolerated than others. Conservative substitutions, where the properties of the amino acids align
tend to be more common in protein evolution than substitutions where the properties of the
amino acids differ110,111. This is not surprising given that nonconservative substitutions are likely
to disrupt the conformation or function of a protein to a greater extent. Additionally, certain
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amino acids such as histidine and proline have unique properties that are not easily replicated by
other amino acids thus making substitutions of these amino acids less favourable112.

4.2 Differences in the Extent of Mistranslation
The mistranslation frequency of tRNAProUGG G3:U70, tRNASerUGG G26A, tRNASerUCU G26A was
characterized using mass spectrometry and found all three tRNAs caused a significant increase in
mistranslation from the background frequency of ~1% for each type of amino acid substitution.
tRNAProUGG G3:U70 and tRNASerUCU G26A had a similar mistranslation frequency of ~3%, whereas
tRNASerUGG G26A had a mistranslation frequency of ~5%. This was somewhat surprising given
that the structures of tRNASerUCU G26A and tRNASerUGG G26A are virtually identical aside from the
anticodon.
I suspect the difference between tRNASerUCU G26A and tRNASerUGG G26A can be attributed to factors
such as copy number of the competing wildtype tRNA, codon usage, and tRNA wobble. The
copy number of the wild-type tRNA can buffer the effects of mistranslating tRNAs by reducing
the likelihood that a mistranslating tRNA will be used during translation. Codon usage refers to
the bias towards or against a codon in a set of synonymous codons113. Codon usage varies
amongst different species and can affect tRNA gene copy number114. There may be fewer copies
of a cognate tRNA species that pairs with an infrequently used codon or the cognate tRNA
species may be missing all together. If a tRNA species is missing then the codon must be
covered through wobbling, which increases the decoding potential of a tRNA.
Both UGG and UCU are the most commonly used anticodon in the tRNAPro and tRNAArg
families in S. cerevisiae114. There are 11 copies of wild-type tRNAArgUCU gene and 10 copies of
the wild-type tRNAProUGG gene in S. cerevisiae 114. The additional copy of the tRNAArgUCU gene
may provide further buffering from tRNASerUCU G26A than seen for tRNASerUGG G26A. Uracil at the
wobble position is able to form base-pairs with all four nucleotides albeit U-C base-pairs are the
least favoured out of the four possible base-pair combinations17,115. Since both tRNASerUCU G26A
and tRNASerUGG G26A have U in the wobble position, they should be able to base-pair with
multiple codons. A key factor to consider is the number of codons that can be impacted by each
tRNA. The proline anticodon UGG pairs with the CCN proline codon set therefore any wobble
by tRNASerUGG G26A would still result in a Pro-to-Ser substitution. tRNASerUGG G26A was shown to
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mistranslate at CCA, CCG and CCU codons72. The arginine anticodon UCU is only related to
two out of six arginine codons (AGA and AGG). The two other codons in that set are assigned to
serine (AGU and AGC). This means that tRNASerUCU G26A can only affect two codons as the
AGU and AGC codons would still be decoded as serine. The codon usages of the AGG and
AGA codons are 0.9% and 2.1%, respectively114. The four other arginine codons combined make
up a codon usage of 1.4%114. Theoretically, tRNASerUCU G26A can affect up to 3% of the codons in
S. cerevisiae. Whereas, tRNASerUGG G26A can theoretically impact up to 4.4% of S. cerevisiae
codons, assuming that base-pairing is possible with all four proline codons114. The lower
mistranslation frequency of tRNASerUCU G26A is likely due to a combination of increased wildtype competition and a reduced number of arginine codons related to this tRNA which affects the
overall percentage of codons that can be affected by this tRNA.

4.3 The Nature of the Amino Acid Substitution Affects the Growth
Rate and Heat Shock Response of the Cell
To directly compare the effects of Pro-to-Ser mistranslation against Pro-to-Ala and Arg-to-Ser
mistranslation, I used tRNASerUGG U33G instead of tRNASerUGG G26A. tRNASerUGG U33G was
previously assessed to have a mistranslation frequency of ~3% when expressed from a
centromeric plasmid72. Although the mistranslation frequency of tRNASerUGG U33G has not been
assessed in the SGA query strain background, it should be comparable to its plasmid counterpart
since the mistranslation frequency of tRNASerUGG G26A in both the SGA query and URA3
centromeric plasmid background was ~5% 72.
Mistranslation increases the prevalence of misfolded proteins, which impacts the cell through a
loss of proteostasis. This reduces the amount of functional protein available to the cell for
maintenance, growth and other cellular functions. There is also an energetic cost associated with
mistranslation as the cell has to correct or turn over these misfolded proteins47. In addition,
misfolded proteins could form potentially toxic protein aggregates. Protein aggregation has been
associated with several neurodegenerative diseases such as Huntington's disease, Alzheimer's
disease, and other prion diseases116.
Heat shock response is a highly conserved pathway found in all domains of life102. This pathway
is activated by the presence of misfolded proteins in the cytosol94. Since mistranslation increases
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the prevalence of misfolded proteins, the heat shock response can be used to gauge the amount of
proteotoxic stress caused by each tRNA. I determined that tRNAProUGG G3:U70, tRNASerUCU G26A,
and tRNASerUGG U33G induce the heat shock response pathway to different extents relative to the
wild-type, ranging from 1.5-fold for tRNAProUGG G3:U70, to 2.4-fold for tRNASerUCU G26A, to 3.9fold for tRNASerUGG U33G. The difference in heat shock response suggests that some amino acid
substitutions have a greater destabilizing effect on proteome.
I noticed that there were differences in the growth phenotype caused by tRNAProUGG G3:U70,
tRNASerUCU G26A, and tRNASerUGG U33G which all mistranslate at roughly the same frequency
(~3%). In both liquid and solid media, the effect of the tRNAs on growth stayed in the same
order from least to greatest: tRNAProUGG G3:U70, tRNASerUCU G26A, and tRNASerUGG U33G. This order
likely correlates with the relative impact of each type of amino acid substitution on the proteome
and agrees with the heat shock response.
The specific properties of a given amino acid and its substitute are could be the cause for the
difference in heat shock response and growth rate induced by each tRNA. The unique cyclic
structure of proline restricts its conformation and prevents it from forming hydrogen bonds as it
does not have an amide hydrogen117. This limits its placement in α-helixes or β-sheet as the
rigidity of proline can introduce kinks to those secondary structures118. Proline residues often
introduce sharp turns to the protein structure which influence protein folding118. tRNAProUGG
G3:U70

had very little impact on both heat shock response and growth rate, suggesting that an

alanine substitution at a proline residue does not affect the function or structure of most proteins.
Given its small size and non-reactive nature, alanine substitutions are relatively benign; alanine
substitutions do not alter the conformation of the protein backbone119. Proline and alanine also
share a number of characteristics; they are both small, non-polar, and have aliphatic side chains.
These shared characteristics make alanine a reasonable substitute for proline as demonstrated by
the following studies. Bailey et al. showed that individual substitutions of all four proline
residues for alanine in onconase, a stable ribonuclease A homologue from the Northern leopard
frog did not affect the tertiary structure of the protein120. In the transmembrane domains of
human calcitonin receptor, three out of five proline residues can be converted to alanine without
consequence121. Additionally, propyl-tRNA synthetases (ProRS) in all domains of life mischarge
alanine and cysteine onto tRNAPro 122. Although these misacylation events can be corrected by
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selective activation steps and editing by ProRS or a trans-acting domain, Pro-to-Ala
mistranslations events are more likely to occur than some other types of amino acid
substitutions122. S. cerevisiae ProRS also lacks a post-transfer editing domain that is found in
bacteria ProRS and does not have a free-standing homolog of the editing domain, which is found
in some eukaryotes123. The lack of post-transfer editing in s. cerevisiae ProRS suggests that s.
cerevisiae may tolerate Pro-to-Ala substitutions to a greater extent.
The heat shock response and growth rate difference seen in strains with tRNASerUCU G26A and
tRNASerUGG U33G implies that Pro-to-Ser substitution has a greater impact on the proteome than
Arg-to-Ser substitutions. Arginine has a pKa of 12, meaning that it will almost always be
positively charged at physiological pH124. Since arginine is almost always positively charged, it
is often found in enzymatic active site or other binding regions124–126. The positive charge on
arginine allows it to interact with negatively charged molecules such as phosphate and
carboxylate groups112,125. Additionally, the methylation of arginine residues is linked to a range
of cellular processes including transcription, pre-mRNA splicing, the DNA damage response and
growth factor-mediated signal transduction127. Although Arg-to-Ser substitutions are considered
conservative because both amino acids are polar, differences in the in the size and charge of the
two amino acids means that serine is not a perfect substitute for arginine. However, since serine
and arginine share the AGN codon set, there is a possibility that some Arg-to-Ser substitutions
could occur as a result of tRNA wobble12,128. This suggests organisms are likely able to tolerate
low levels of Arg-to-Ser substitutions. Pro-to-Ser substitutions are non-conservative, however,
there are cases where proline residues have been substituted for serine residues in homologous
proteins. In mitochondrial ATP/ADP carriers, there are several conserved prolines found within
odd-numbered transmembrane α-helices129. These prolines cause kinks in the α-helix structure,
resulting in the barrier-like structure of the carrier129. Around 40% of ATP/ADP carriers have a
Pro-to-Ser substitution at a conserved proline in helix 3129. Substitution of this proline with
serine does not remove the kink from the helix since serine can form a hydrogen bond with its
backbone amide thus mimicking the conformation of proline129,130. However, given that Pro-toSer substitutions had the most effect on growth rate and heat shock response, my results suggest
that Pro-to-Ser substitutions are most likely to disrupt protein function or structure compared to
Pro-to-Ala and Arg-to-Ser substitutions. This is likely due to differences in the polarity of the
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amino acids. A number of non-polar to polar amino acid substitutions in transmembrane domains
have also been associated with disease-causing phenotypes131. Additionally, the nonconservative substitution of alanine residues to serine residues in mice cerebellar Purkinje cells
have been associated with neurodegeneration70.
Substitution matrixes describe the likelihood that one amino acid would be substituted for
another over evolutionary time. PAM (Accepted Point Mutation) matrixes are extrapolated from
alignments of closely related sequences while BLOSUM (blocks substitution matrix) matrixes
reflect changes found in more distantly related proteins132. The PAM160 matrix is comparable to
the BLOSUM62 matrix, which is the default used in most sequence database searches132,133. On a
BLOSUM62 matrix, all three types of amino substitutions we have analyzed have a score of -1
133

. This suggests that all three substitutions are equally unlikely to be selected over evolutionary

time. The PAM160 matrix gives Pro-to-Ser and Pro-to-Ala substitutions a score of -2, while Argto-Ser substitutions were given a score of 0133. The PAM160 matrix suggests that Arg-to-Ser
substitutions are more likely to be selected for compared to Pro-to-Ser or Pro-to-Ala
substitutions. This is surprising given that Pro-to-Ala substitutions had the least effect on cell
growth and heat shock response. Although, these matrixes reflect the prevalence of an amino
acid substitution over evolutionary time, they do not appear to reflect the extent of phenotypic
changes caused by each type of amino acid substitution.

4.4 The Extent of Mistranslation Affects Growth Rate and Heat
Shock Response
To determine if the extent of mistranslation affects the phenotype of a cell, I assayed strains with
either tRNASerUGG U33G (3%) or tRNASerUGG G26A (5%) for heat shock response and growth rate.
Both tRNAs induced a significant increase in heat shock response from the wild-type
demonstrating that both destabilize the proteome. However, there was a significant difference
between the heat shock response induced by tRNASerUGG U33G (3.9-fold) compared to tRNASerUGG
G26A

(6.4-fold). This demonstrates that mistranslating tRNAs with a higher mistranslation

frequency have a greater impact on the proteome. There was also a significant growth rate
difference between tRNASerUGG U33G and tRNASerUGG G26A under all the conditions tested, which
was consistent with the heat shock response.
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Differences in the frequency of mistranslation can cause drastically different phenotypes as
demonstrated by tRNASerUGG U33G and tRNASerUGG G26A. A two percent increase in the rate of Proto-Ser mistranslation caused a significant change to the growth rate and heat shock response of
the cell. However, I have not tested the effect of mistranslation frequency on Arg-to-Ser or Proto-Ala substitutions; these effects could be different for each type of amino acid substitution.
Differences in the level of tolerance towards an amino acid substitution likely influence the
effect that mistranslation frequency has on a cell. For instance, due to the highly conservative
nature of Cys-to-Ser substitutions, a two percent increase in Cys-to-Ser mistranslation causes a
negligible decrease in growth rate134. Although mistranslation frequency can influence the
phenotype of the cell, the extent of these effects may be linked to the nature of the amino acid
substitution.

4.5 The Extent of Genetic Interactions Caused by Each tRNA
Correlates with its Impact on Heat Shock Response and
Growth Rate
In a preliminary SGA screen with tRNASerUGG G26A, 0.2% of strains in the yeast deletion
collection had a synthetic interaction with tRNASerUGG G26A. The deletion collection is comprised
of all non-essential gene knockouts104. Nonessential genes are thought to arise from built in
redundancy in the yeast genome. This redundancy buffers the negative effects of a second
mutation, possibly explaining why few synthetic interactions were seen between mistranslating
tRNAs and the knockout collection of genes. The temperature-sensitive collection contains
strains with conditional alleles of essential genes80s. On average, strains in the temperature
sensitive collection exhibit about five times the number of genetic interactions compared to
strains in the deletion collection81. These interactions tend to come from mutations that impact
genes within the same protein complex or genes related to the same biological process81. These
interactions arise from the fact that the temperature-sensitive collection lacks redundancy in
many essential pathways. This may explain the higher percentage of genetic interactions (~2.6%)
with tRNASerUGG G26A in the temperature sensitive collection. Since the deletion collection did not
yield many genetic interactions, this collection was not used for the SGA screen.
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In the SGA screen, tRNASerUGG G26A caused the most synthetic interactions with 89 validated
interactions, followed by tRNASerUCU G26A with 36 synthetic interactions and tRNAProUGG G3:U70
with 9 synthetic interactions. It was unclear if some of the synthetic interactions caused by
tRNASerUGG G26A were related to its higher mistranslation frequency; tRNASerUGG U33G was not
used in the SGA. A random assortment of 12 strains, which exhibited synthetic interactions with
tRNASerUGG G26A were transformed with both tRNASerUGG G26A and tRNASerUGG U33G on URA3
centromeric plasmids. Nine out of the twelve strains exhibited synthetic interactions with both
tRNAs. This suggests that ~75% of the synthetic interactions caused by tRNASerUGG G26A were
related to the deleterious effects of Pro-to-Ser substitutions and will also be caused by
tRNASerUGG U33G. This means that tRNASerUGG U33G is predicted to have the greatest number of
synthetic interactions amongst the tRNAs that mistranslation at ~3%. This correlates with the
impact of tRNASerUGG U33G on heat shock response and growth rate relative to tRNASerUCU G26A
and tRNAProUGG G3:U70. This demonstrates that the number of genetic interactions caused by each
tRNA was correlated to its relative impact on growth rate and heat shock response. This
correlation is likely related to the extent of proteome destabilization caused by each tRNA
because tRNAs that cause more proteotoxic stress may begin to impact more cellular pathways.

4.6 A Comparison of the Genetic Interactions Caused by each
tRNA
The goal of the SGA screen was to identify and compare sets of genes that exhibit genetic
interactions with each tRNA. The pattern of synthetic interactions identified in the SGA
demonstrated that each type of mistranslation impacts a different set of genes. Using SAFE, a list
of alleles that exhibited synthetic interactions each gene was annotated to biological networks
with known functions. The SAFE analysis does not represent the complete set of biological
functions affected by each tRNA since some alleles could not be annotated through this method.
GO term analysis was also done on each set of genes, however, no terms were enriched for
tRNAProUGG G3:U70 which makes it hard to compare the tRNAs using GO terms.
As shown in Figure 12B, some biological functions were associated with multiple tRNAs. All
three tRNAs interacted with genes related to mRNA processing. Since the only gene that shows a
synthetic interaction with all three tRNAs, CDC11, is not involved in mRNA processing, these
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tRNAs may be affecting different pathways that affect mRNA processing. Both tRNAProUGG
G3:U70

and tRNASerUGG G26A affected genes involved in protein turnover; these were the

temperature-sensitive alleles, pre4-5001 and rpn6-5001. Since the cellular impact of tRNAProUGG
G3:U70

and tRNASerUGG G26A are significantly different, the common target may be due to both

tRNAs causing mistranslation at proline codons. Mistranslation of key proline residues in those
proteins may be resulting in the synthetic phenotype.
Interestingly, despite there being 16 genes that cause a synthetic interaction with both
tRNASerUCU G26A and tRNASerUGG G26A, there was no biological function affected by both tRNAs
other than mRNA processing. These genes could not be enriched to any GO term and were
annotated to multiple biological functions via SAFE. It is likely that these genetic interactions
are not specifically associated with the type of mistranslation but rather were dependent on the
extent of proteome destabilization caused by each tRNA.
Because most genes exhibited genetic interactions with only one tRNA, some biological
functions were only annotated to one tRNA. Genes associated with cell polarity were synthetic to
tRNASerUGG G26A. Genes associated with DNA replication and repair with synthetic with
tRNASerUCU G26A. Cytokinesis was associated with tRNAProUGG G3:U70, however this biological
function was only annotated to cdc11-4, which was synthetic to all three tRNAs. Since a larger
list of alleles were associated with tRNASerUGG G26A and tRNASerUCU G26A compared to
tRNAProUGG G3:U70, cytokinesis was not significantly enriched in the tRNASerUGG G26A and
tRNASerUCU G26A list. Differences in the biological functions associated with tRNASerUGG G26A and
tRNASerUCU G26A show that the nature of the amino acid substitution caused by each tRNA can
determine which biological networks are impacted.

4.7 Genetic Interactions Related to the Heat Shock Response
Pathway
Strains with the mistranslating tRNAs have an elevated heat shock response in comparison to the
wild-type strain. Activation of heat shock response in yeast is primarily controlled by the
transcription factor HSF1, which activates a wide variety of genes involved in protein folding
and degradation, molecular transport, cell signaling, transcription and more103. The products of
these genes are commonly referred to as heat shock proteins (HSPs). In particular, many of these
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HSPs serve as molecular chaperones which can refold misfolded proteins and reduce the
formation of protein aggregates.
In addition to refolding proteins, protein chaperones can target misfolded proteins for
degradation or sequestration. For instance, Hsp70 chaperones interact with E3 ubiquitin ligases,
which tag soluble misfold proteins for degradation through the ubiquitin-proteasome system135.
Aggregated proteins are targeted for degradation through the autophagy-lysosome pathway.
Misfolded proteins can also be sequestered into protein inclusions to remove them from the
cytosolic environment; soluble and insoluble proteins are sequestered into two distinct types of
protein inclusions136. Protein inclusions containing soluble misfolded proteins are associated
with protein chaperones and proteasome complexes which can increase the rate of clearance for
these misfolded proteins135. By comparison, insoluble protein inclusions, which sequester large
protein aggregates and protein complexes, are hypothesized to associated with the autophagylysosome pathway135,137.
Given that heat shock response pathway is crucial to preventing damage stemming from a loss of
proteostasis, we expected to identify multiple synthetic interactions with genes involved in this
pathway. However, many of the genes induced by the heat shock response are found within the
deletion collection suggesting that there is a high degree of redundancy in the heat shock
response pathway. In the preliminary SGA, which included screening of the deletion collection,
no HSP genes were verified to be synthetic with tRNASerUGG G26A. The redundancy of the HSP
genes stem from the fact that there can be multiple isoforms of an HSP gene in the yeast genome
and the functionality of different HSP genes can overlap138. In the S. cerevisiae genome, there
are four genes encoding Ssa Hsp70 family members, all of these genes can knocked out
individually due to the redundancy found in this protein family138. Other HSP proteins such as
Hsp42 and Hsp26 show a surprising amount of substrate overlap suggesting a high degree of
functional similarity138.
Although Hsf1 is the main activator of the heat shock response pathway, the transcription
factors, Msn2/4, are also involved in aspects of heat shock response103. Hsf1 is mainly
responsible for rapid response to heat shock whereas Msn2/4 deals with prolonged heat shock
exposure103. A number of HSPs are activated by both the Hsf1 and Msn2/4 pathways though the
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level of induction may differ103,139. Additionally, a number of protein chaperones can also be
activated through the UPR pathway which responds to an accumulation of misfolded proteins in
the endoplasmic reticulum103. These redundancies may explain the lack of synthetic interactions
observed with the conditional hsf1-848 allele. Only tRNASerUGG G26A was synthetic with this
allele. Since tRNASerUGG G26A induces a much great heat shock response than tRNASerUCU G26A
and tRNAProUGG G3:U70, this suggest that tRNASerUGG G26A causes massive amounts of proteotoxic
stress in the cell. Strains with hsf1-848 allele are likely unable to induce a sufficient heat shock
response through other pathways to cope with proteotoxic effects of tRNASerUGG G26A.

4.8 Suppression of a Deleterious Mutation in ECOI Through
Mistranslation
I identified tRNASerUGG G26A as a suppressor of the temperature sensitive phenotype of the eco1-1
allele through the SGA screen. The eco1-1 allele was previously identified to have a Gly-to-Asp
mutation at position 211105. However, given that tRNASerUGG G26A mistranslates proline codons, it
was unlikely that the G211D mutation would be suppressed by tRNASerUGG G26A. Although it is
possible that mistranslation indirectly increases fitness through the generation of novel protein
variants, it is unlikely that tRNASerUGG G26A would confer this effect given that this tRNA causes
a considerable fitness defect in strains that lack any secondary mutations.
Sequencing of the eco1-1 allele revealed four point mutations in this gene; G184D, S213P,
K260R, and G273D. The originally reported G211D mutation was not identified. Of the four
mutations, only the S213P mutation could be rescued by tRNASerUGG G26A. This S213P mutation
is located in a highly conserved acetyltransferase domain of the Eco1 protein and is likely to
disrupt the function or stability of the protein. The other three mutations are not found in
conserved regions of the Eco1 protein. Additionally, SIFT (sorting intolerant from tolerant)
analysis suggests changing S213 to any other amino acid would be detrimental140. This is
consistent with the fact that suppression of the eco1-1 temperature sensitive phenotype was
possible by tRNAProUGG G3:U70 albeit growth was significantly reduced when compared to an
eco1-1 strain with tRNASerUGG G26A.
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The upper limit of mistranslation is estimated to be ~10% in E. coli and ~8% in yeast47,72,141.
This means that non-functional proteins which can be rescued through mistranslation must have
sufficient activity at relatively low levels. Examples of proteins that function at such reduced
levels include the proline isomerase Ess1 and the cochaperone Tti23,142. Since Eco1 function can
be rescued by tRNASerUGG G26A, which has a mistranslation frequency of 5%, high levels of Eco1
are not required for survival in S. cerevisiae.
Since S. cerevisiae does not require high levels of Eco1 for function, this protein can be used as a
mistranslation reporter. In addition to S213, there are six other highly conserved residues within
the acetyltransferase domain. Similar to position 213, amino acid substitutions at these residues
are predicted to be detrimental by SIFT140. This raises the possibility that a set of conditional
alleles could be made by creating missense mutations at these seven highly conserved residues.
These conditional alleles can then be used as reporters to detect other types of mistranslation.
This would increase our capacity to detect mistranslation since our current Tti2 reporter system
can only detect mistranslation at proline codons.
Eco1 is an acetyltransferase required for sister chromatid cohesion during DNA replication105,143.
Mutations in the human homolog, ESCO2 is linked to Roberts Syndrome, a rare autosomal
recessive disorder144. Since S. cerevisiae does not require high levels of Eco1 for function, the
same may hold true of Eco1 homologs in vertebrates. This raises the possibility that
mistranslating tRNAs could be used as a means of correcting point mutations in ESCO2 and
other genes that cause disease. In S. cerevisiae, a stress sensitive TTI2L187P mutation could be
rescued with a tRNASerUGG G9A variant that has a mistranslation frequency of 0.4%72. Due to its
low mistranslation frequency, tRNASerUGG G9A had minimal effects on the growth rate and heat
shock response of the cell72. This demonstrates that mistranslation could rescue deleterious
phenotypes without destabilizing the proteome.
Given that humans have ~600 tRNA-encoding genes, it makes it even less likely that any given
tRNA variant would affect the tRNA pool and subsequently disrupt the proteome. In human
embryonic kidney 293 cells, tRNAProUGG G3:U70 could be transfected with no noticeable change to
cellular fitness145. Additionally, sequencing of 605 tRNA-encoding genes across 84 individuals,
revealed that each individual had an average of ~66 tRNA variants in their genomes85. Some of
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these tRNA variants had mutations that could potentially cause mistranslation suggesting that the
human proteome has some degree of tolerance towards mistranslating tRNAs. This suggests that
mistranslating tRNAs could be used as a viable method to suppress disease phenotypes.

4.9 Morphological Abnormalities are Determined by the Type
and Degree of Mistranslation
Various aspects of cellular morphology such as the cell shape, actin morphology and nuclear
morphology can be impacted by mutations or chemically induced stress. Strains integrated with
the mistranslating tRNAs were stained for the cell wall, actin and nuclear DNA then compared to
a wild-type strain to identify morphological abnormalities caused by mistranslation. The rank of
the tRNAs in terms of morphological abnormalities follows this order from least to greatest;
tRNAProUGG G3:U70, tRNASerUGG U33G, tRNASerUCU G26A, tRNASerUGG G26A. 32 morphological
abnormalities were detected in both the strains with tRNASerUCU G26A and tRNASerUGG G26A.
Changes in actin morphology could seen by eye; this was especially prevalent in cells with
tRNASerUGG G26A. Mistranslation appears to affect actin localization, resulting in more diffuse
actin networks. This is consistent with the fact that heat shock, which causes proteotoxic stress,
can disrupts actin filaments; severe heat shock can lead to the collapse of actin networks102.
Since the mistranslating tRNAs disrupt proteostasis, the change in actin morphology is likely
caused by the increase in proteotoxicity. Although this phenotype could be observed by eye,
CalMorph did not identify many abnormal actin morphology parameters in my strains.
Nuclear morphology was highly represented in the list of morphological parameters tested. 152
out of the 254 parameters used to determine morphological abnormalities were related to nuclear
morphology. A skew towards changes in nuclear morphology was even more apparent when
looking at only the morphological parameters that came up as abnormal in my strains; 38 out of
50 parameters were related to nuclear morphology. This over-representation of nuclear
morphology may explain the high number of morphological abnormalities seen in the
tRNASerUCU G26A strain compared to the tRNASerUGG U33G strain. It is interesting to speculate that
the nuclei related morphological abnormalities may be related to the role of arginine methylation
in DNA damage response. This is consistent with the fact that this tRNASerUCU G26A causes
genetic interactions with genes that have DNA replication & repair functions.
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tRNAProUGG G3:U70 and tRNASerUGG U33G strains clustered the closest in the morphology analysis
despite causing different amino acid substitutions. The conclusion that they are more similar is
however complicated by their causing relatively few morphological abnormalities compared to
tRNASerUGG G26A and tRNASerUCU G26A strains. tRNASerUGG G26A clustered closer to the tRNAProUGG
G3:U70

and tRNASerUGG U33G group than tRNASerUCU G26A. In particular a number of morphological

abnormalities seen in the tRNASerUGG U33G strain was also identified in the tRNASerUGG G26A strain.
This was expected given that both tRNAs cause Pro-to-Ser substitutions and therefore would
impact similar cellular functions. The difference in the number of morphological abnormalities
seen in the tRNASerUGG G26A strain relative to the tRNASerUGG U33G strain is likely caused by
differences in their mistranslation frequency. Although tRNASerUCU G26A causes the same amount
of mistranslation as tRNAProUGG G3:U70 and tRNASerUGG U33G, the pattern of morphological
abnormalities seen in this strain quite distinct. This is consistent with the assessment that Arg-toSer substitutions impact a different set of biological functions than Pro-to-Ser or Pro-to-Ala
substitutions.

4.10 Conclusion
I have compared the effects of four different mistranslating tRNAs on growth rate, heat shock
response, cell morphology and genetic interaction to determine if effect the nature of the amino
acid substitution and/or mistranslation frequency influenced the effect that each tRNA had on the
cell. There were some general trends that were seen with these tRNAs, such as a reduction in
growth and an induction of the heat shock response which could be attributed to the loss of
proteostasis caused by mistranslation. A direct comparison of Pro-to-Ala, Arg-to-Ser and Pro-toSer substitutions was made using three tRNAs that mistranslate ~3%. These tRNAs had
significant differences in all of the measured phenotypes thus showing that the nature of the
amino acid substitution is a major factor that influences the phenotype caused by a mistranslating
tRNA. A comparison between tRNASerUGG variants that cause 3% and 5% mistranslation
demonstrated that higher mistranslation frequency had a greater impact on the cell in all of the
measured phenotypes. Therefore, the phenotype caused by a mistranslating tRNA is determined
by both the nature of the amino acid substitution and the mistranslation frequency.
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It is important to understand the factors that influence the effect of a mistranslating tRNA on the
cell since this may have implications for human health. I have shown that some tRNAs such as
tRNAProUGG G3:U70 can have a very slight impact on the cell whereas others like tRNASerUGG U33G
are much more detrimental to the cell even at the same mistranslation frequency. The Brandl lab
has already identified several potentially mistranslating tRNAs in the human genome. A followup study is being done on three of the potentially mistranslating human tRNAs to determine if
these tRNAs cause mistranslation and what effects they have on the cell. If these tRNAs cause
mistranslation as expected, then this could have huge implications for human health as
mistranslating tRNAs in the human genome could potentially influence the outcome of a disease.
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Appendix
Supplemental Tables
Supplemental Table 1. Primers used in this study
Primer Number

Sequence

UK9789

ACCTTGAATTCCGTACGCTGCAGGTCGAC

UK9790

ACCTTGAATTCATCGATGAATTCGAGCTCG

UG5953

TCTAAGCTTCGGACGATTGCCAACCGCCGAA

VB2609

TCTAAGCTTCGCGGAAATTAGCACGGCCTC

YA9871

GATCATCCTTCGACTTAGGG

YA9872

TCCAGTGTCCCTTCTCGCTG

Supplemental Table 2. Plasmids used in the construction of the SGA query strains and
double mutants
Vector

Description

pFA6a–
natNT2

natNT2 cassette plasmid90

pCB4386 HO integrating fragment synthesized by Life Technologies in pGEM-Teasy
pCB4394 WT SGA integrating vector, HO integrating fragment with NAT marker in
pGEM-Teasy
pCB2948 tRNAProUGG G3:U70 in YCplac333
pCB4023 tRNASerUGG G26A in YCplac334
pCB4084 tRNASerUGG U33G in YCplac3372
pCB4244 tRNASerUCU G26A in pGEM-Teasy, constructed at the same time as pCB425772
pCB4397 Integrating vector for tRNAProUGG G3:U70, HO integrating fragment with NAT and
tRNA in pGEM-Teasy
pCB4397 Integrating vector for tRNASerUGG G26A, HO integrating fragment with NAT and
tRNA in pGEM-Teasy
pCB4398 Integrating vector for tRNASerUCU G26A HO integrating fragment with NAT and
tRNA in pGEM-Teasy
pCB4602 Integrating vector for tRNASerUGG U33G HO integrating fragment with NAT and
tRNA in pGEM-Teasy
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pCB3076 WT tRNASer in YCplac334
pCB2957 WT tRNAPro in YCplac333
pCB4301 tRNASerUCU G26A in YCplac33, tRNA fragment moved from pC4244

Supplemental Table 3. Number of wild-type and mutant peptides detected during mass
spectrometry of CY8611, CY8612, CY8613 and CY8614
Strain
CY8611
CY8611
CY8611
CY8612
CY8612
CY8612
CY8611
CY8611
CY8611
CY8613
CY8613
CY8613
CY8611
CY8611
CY8611
CY8614
CY8614
CY8614

tRNA

tRNAProUGG G3:U70
tRNAProUGG G3:U70
tRNAProUGG G3:U70

tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A

tRNASerUCU G26A
tRNASerUCU G26A
tRNASerUCU G26A

Substitution Mutant
Peptides
P to A
204
P to A
168
P to A
118
P to A
337
P to A
632
P to A
614
P to S
196
P to S
196
P to S
129
P to S
969
P to S
1020
P to S
1096
R to S
194
R to S
178
R to S
133
R to S
548
R to S
553
R to S
592

WT
Peptides
21208
20405
14462
12226
21405
20654
21208
20404
14528
21625
22340
21654
17080
17039
11227
19334
19538
20836

%
Mistranslation
0.962 ± 0.002
0.823 ± 0.003
0.816 ± 0.006
2.75 ± 0.05
2.95 ± 0.05
2.97 ± 0.03
0.924 ± 0.004
0.961 ± 0.001
0.888 ± 0.002
4.48 ± 0.02
4.57 ± 0.03
5.06 ± 0.04
1.14 ± 0.04
1.04 ± 0.04
1.18 ± 0.02
2.83 ± 0.03
2.83 ± 0.03
2.84 ± 0.04

Supplemental Table 4: Relative growth of revalidated double mutants and expected
additive effect of the tRNA and temperature sensitive allele
Temperature tRNA
Relative growth Additive effect of tRNA and
sensitive allele
of double mutant temperature sensitive mutation
Pro
arp3-d11a
tRNA UGG G3:U70 0.654
0.680
Pro
cdc11-4
tRNA UGG G3:U70 0.103
0.967
Pro
gpn2-5001
tRNA UGG G3:U70 0.760
0.869
Pro
mcm1-5001
tRNA UGG G3:U70 0.699
0.892
Pro
pre4-5001
tRNA UGG G3:U70 0.542
0.854
rpc34-1
tRNAProUGG G3:U70 0.587
0.626
Pro
rpn12-1
tRNA UGG G3:U70 0.738
0.886
Pro
rpn6-5001
tRNA UGG G3:U70 0.617
0.847
Pro
snm1-172
tRNA UGG G3:U70 0.802
0.952
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aar2-5001
act1-108
act1-129
act1-136
act1-155
act1-3
act1-4
arc35-6
arp3-d11a
arp4-g161d
asa1-5001
bms1-1
cct6-18
cdc11-3
cdc11-4
cdc1-4
cdc14-2
cdc1-6
cdc19-1
cdc20-1
cdc23-1
cdc33-e72g
cdc47-ts
cdc6-1
clf1-1
cof1-8
ctf8-162
cus1-3
dam1-11
dam1-9
ded1-95
enp1-1
ero1-1
esp1-1
fcp1-1-supp3
fip1-433
fmn1-5001
gab1-2
gcd1-5001
grc3-5001

tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A

0.471
0.174
0.0872
0.216
0.164
0.187
0.394
0.676
0.232
0.295
0.744
0.134
0.672
0.720
0.383
0.320
0.373
0.492
0.716
0.450
0.716
0.424
0.139
0.0680
0.0507
0.780
0.469
0.0555
0.755
0.831
0.359
0.595
0.636
0.314
0.512
0.808
0.736
0.785
0.591
0.504

0.725
0.884
0.849
0.884
0.782
0.859
0.884
0.884
0.621
0.651
0.773
0.397
0.815
0.884
0.884
0.340
0.747
0.621
0.884
0.884
0.884
0.732
0.683
0.717
0.805
0.884
0.658
0.884
0.884
0.879
0.884
0.884
0.884
0.884
0.884
0.827
0.772
0.798
0.884
0.774
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has1-5001
hsf1-848
kin28-ts
las17-1
las17-14
mak21-3
med8-39
mex67-ts5
mvd1-1296
nbp35-5001
nop7-1
nse4-ts3
nse5-ts1
ole1-m2
pob3-7
pob3-l78r
pop4-5001
pre4-5001
prp18-1202
prp4-1
pup3-5001
ram1-119
rat1-1
ret2-1
rna14-5001
rpa190-g728d
rpb2-6
rpn1-821
rpn6-5001
rpn7-3
rpt1-1
rpt4-150
rpt6-1-supp1
rse1-1
rsp5-1
sec27-1
sec53-6
sec62-ts
snp1-5001
spc24-9

tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A

0.574
0.278
0.143
0.265
0.367
0.779
0.284
0.232
0.214
0.650
0.277
0.537
0.317
0.405
0.507
0.473
0.312
0.214
0.212
0.682
0.340
0.817
0.748
0.509
0.695
0.682
0.291
0.626
0.446
0.315
0.632
0.179
0.459
0.659
0.0684
0.668
0.231
0.168
0.469
0.105

0.823
0.884
0.709
0.573
0.884
0.803
0.884
0.858
0.737
0.653
0.884
0.772
0.665
0.534
0.685
0.494
0.626
0.780
0.419
0.884
0.794
0.833
0.796
0.884
0.777
0.763
0.501
0.809
0.774
0.448
0.641
0.884
0.688
0.803
0.669
0.884
0.738
0.745
0.803
0.884
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spn1-k192n
sts1-5001
stu2-11
taf5-15
taf5-3
tif6-5001
tif6-ts1
utp13-5001
yhc1-8
cdc11-4
cdc1-2
cdc14-2
cdc14-8
cdc23-1
cdc46-1
cdc47-ts
cof1-8
cus1-3
dam1-11
dam1-5
dbf2-2
dna2-2
esp1-1
fip1-433
mcm1-5001
mvd1-1296
nop2-3
nop2-4-supp1
nse5-ts1
orc2-3
orc4-5001
orc6-5001
prp18-ts
prp3-1
prp4-1
rna1-1
rpt6-1-supp1
rrp1-1
rrp4-1
sad1-1

tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUGG G26A
tRNASerUCU G26A
tRNASerUCU G26A
tRNASerUCU G26A
tRNASerUCU G26A
tRNASerUCU G26A
tRNASerUCU G26A
tRNASerUCU G26A
tRNASerUCU G26A
tRNASerUCU G26A
tRNASerUCU G26A
tRNASerUCU G26A
tRNASerUCU G26A
tRNASerUCU G26A
tRNASerUCU G26A
tRNASerUCU G26A
tRNASerUCU G26A
tRNASerUCU G26A
tRNASerUCU G26A
tRNASerUCU G26A
tRNASerUCU G26A
tRNASerUCU G26A
tRNASerUCU G26A
tRNASerUCU G26A
tRNASerUCU G26A
tRNASerUCU G26A
tRNASerUCU G26A
tRNASerUCU G26A
tRNASerUCU G26A
tRNASerUCU G26A
tRNASerUCU G26A
tRNASerUCU G26A

0.634
0.363
0.807
0.188
0.166
0.560
0.591
0.531
0.801
0.863
0.862
0.611
0.614
0.918
0.810
0.248
0.703
0.852
0.896
0.360
0.484
0.259
0.502
0.711
0.604
0.331
0.820
0.280
0.601
0.904
0.696
0.327
0.641
0.618
0.873
0.112
0.523
0.459
0.693
0.653

0.879
0.663
0.884
0.760
0.767
0.593
0.765
0.677
0.884
0.949
0.949
0.802
0.949
0.949
0.949
0.733
0.949
0.949
0.949
0.949
0.949
0.768
0.949
0.888
0.806
0.791
0.844
0.780
0.714
0.949
0.766
0.780
0.768
0.949
0.949
0.456
0.739
0.642
0.779
0.665
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sec18-1
sec27-1
sof1-5001
sqt1-201
taf5-3

tRNASerUCU G26A
tRNASerUCU G26A
tRNASerUCU G26A
tRNASerUCU G26A
tRNASerUCU G26A

0.494
0.878
0.863
0.824
0.718

0.741
0.949
0.949
0.948
0.823

Supplemental Table 5: Relative growth in mutant strains compared to BY4741 when
transformed with tRNASerUGG G26A and tRNASerUGG U33G
Strain
tRNASerUGG G26A (3%) tRNASerUGG U33G (5%)
BY4741 (WT)
1
1
fcp1-1
.550
.525
utp13-5001
.670
.870
ole1-m2
.508
.414
prp4-1
.656
.864
nop7-1
.388
.504
bms1-1
.268
.788
tif6-5001
.194
.156
mex67-ts
.437
.553
act1-155
.381
.511
pob3-7
.346
.560
rpn7-3
.677
.638
rpn6-5001
.206
.570
aar2-5001
.734
.656
cus1-3
.734
.705
Supplemental Table 6: Alleles annotated to biological networks using SAFE and their
biological function
tRNA
Annotated Alleles
Function
tRNAProUGG G3:U70

pre4-5001

Protein turnover

tRNAProUGG G3:U70

rpn12-1

Protein turnover

tRNAProUGG G3:U70

rpn6-5001

Protein turnover

tRNAProUGG G3:U70

rpc34-1

mRNA processing

tRNAProUGG G3:U70

cdc11-4

Cytokinesis

tRNAProUGG G3:U70

snm1-172

tRNASerUGG G26A

act1-108

Cell polarity

tRNASerUGG G26A

act1-129

Cell polarity
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tRNASerUGG G26A

act1-136

Cell polarity

tRNASerUGG G26A

act1-155

Cell polarity

tRNASerUGG G26A

act1-3

Cell polarity

tRNASerUGG G26A

act1-4

Cell polarity

tRNASerUGG G26A

arc35-6

Cell polarity

tRNASerUGG G26A

cof1-8

Cell polarity

tRNASerUGG G26A

las17-14

Cell polarity

tRNASerUGG G26A

pre4-5001

Protein turnover

tRNASerUGG G26A

pup3-5001

Protein turnover

tRNASerUGG G26A

rpn1-821

Protein turnover

tRNASerUGG G26A

rpn6-5001

Protein turnover

tRNASerUGG G26A

rpn7-3

Protein turnover

tRNASerUGG G26A

rpt1-1

Protein turnover

tRNASerUGG G26A

rpt4-150

Protein turnover

tRNASerUGG G26A

rpt6-1-supp1

Protein turnover

tRNASerUGG G26A

aar2-5001

mRNA processing

0tRNASerUGG G26A

clf1-1

mRNA processing

tRNASerUGG G26A

cus1-3

mRNA processing

tRNASerUGG G26A

yhc1-8

mRNA processing

tRNASerUGG G26A

pob3-7

Chromatin*

tRNASerUGG G26A

nbp35-5001

Mitosis*

tRNASerUGG G26A

cdc23-1

DNA replication & repair*

tRNASerUGG G26A

cdc11-4

Cytokinesis*

tRNASerUGG G26A

asa1-5001

tRNASerUGG G26A

enp1-1

tRNASerUGG G26A

mex67-ts5
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tRNASerUGG G26A

ole1-m2

tRNASerUCU G26A

cdc14-2

DNA replication & repair

tRNASerUCU G26A

cdc14-8

DNA replication & repair

tRNASerUCU G26A

cdc23-1

DNA replication & repair

tRNASerUCU G26A

cdc46-1

DNA replication & repair

tRNASerUCU G26A

cdc47-ts

DNA replication & repair

tRNASerUCU G26A

dna2-2

DNA replication & repair

tRNASerUCU G26A

orc2-3

DNA replication & repair

tRNASerUCU G26A

orc4-5001

DNA replication & repair

tRNASerUCU G26A

orc6-5001

DNA replication & repair

tRNASerUCU G26A

cus1-3

mRNA processing

tRNASerUCU G26A

prp3-1

mRNA processing

tRNASerUCU G26A

sad1-1

mRNA processing

tRNASerUCU G26A

sec18-1

Vesicle traffic*

tRNASerUCU G26A

cdc11-4

Cytokinesis*

tRNASerUCU G26A

dam1-5

tRNASerUCU G26A

rna1-1

* Denotes functions that were not considered significantly enriched in the given set of alleles
Supplemental Table 7: Abnormal parameters detected in CY8612 (tRNAProUGG G3:U70),
CY8613 (tRNASerUGG G26A), CY8614 (tRNASerUCU G26A), CY9003 (tRNASerUCU G26A)
Parameter

CY8612 CY8613 CY8614 CY9003 Parameter Description

A107

0

0

-1

0

Actin c (api) ratio

A107_A1B

0

0

-1

0

Actin c (api) ratio on stage A1B

A108

-1

-1

-1

0

Actin d (iso) ratio

A112

-1

-1

-1

0

Actin b, c or d ratio

A112_C

0

0

-1

0

Actin b, c or d ratio on stage C

A119

0

0

-1

0

Actin f ratio on budded cells
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A9_C
ACV7.1_A1B

0
-1

-1
-1

0
-1

0

Ratio of actin region to bud neck on stage
C

0

Coefficient of variation of actin region
size in mother cell on stage A1B

ACV8.1_A1B

0

-1

-1

-1

Coefficient of variation of actin region
brightness in mother cell on stage A1B

C109_C

0

0

0

1

Neck width on stage C

C120

1

1

0

0

Ratio of small bud

0

Coefficient of variation of roundness of
mother cell on stage C

CCV115_C

0

1

0

D104_A1B

0

1

0

1

Distance from nuclear center to mother tip
on stage A1B

D107_A1B

0

1

0

0

Ratio of D104 to C103 on stage A1B

D117_A

0

0

1

0

Distance from mother cell's center to
nucleus center on stage A

D117_C

0

1

1

0

Distance from mother cell's center to
mother cell's nucleus center on stage C

D118_A1B

0

1

0

1

Distance from mother cell's center to
nucleus center in A1B

D121_C

0

1

0

1

Distance from bud nucleus center to bud
tip on stage C

D128_C

0

1

0

0

Distance between nuclear brightest point
in mother and mother tip on stage C

D139_C

0

1

0

0

Distance between nuclear brightest point
in bud and bud tip on stage C

0

Area of nucleus region in mother cell on
stage A

D14.1_A

0

-1

-1

D14.1_C

0

-1

-1

0

Area of nucleus region in mother cell on
stage C

D14.2_C

0

0

-1

0

Area of nucleus region in bud on stage C

D14.3_C

0

0

-1

0

Area of nucleus region on stage C

1

Distance between nuclear outline point
D7 and mother hip on stage A1B

D145_A1B

0

1

1
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D147_A
D147_A1B
D147_C
D154_A1B
D155_A1B
D169_A1B

0
-1
0
0
-1
-1

0
0
0
-1
-1
1

1
1
1
0
0
1

0

Relative distance of nuclear gravity center
to cell center on stage A

0

Relative distance of nuclear gravity center
to mother center on stage A1B

0

Relative distance of nuclear gravity center
in mother to mother center on stage C

-1

Angle between C1D1-1 and C1C1-2 on
stage A1B

0

Angle between C1D2-1 and C1C1-2 on
stage A1B

1

Angle between C4-1D1-1 and C4-1C1 on
stage A1B

D173_A

0

-1

-1

0

nucleus maximum radius in mother cell
on stage A

D173_C

0

0

-1

0

nucleus maximum radius in mother cell
on stage C

D174_C

0

0

-1

0

nucleus maximum radius in bud on stage
C

D176_A

0

-1

-1

0

nucleus diameter in mother cell on stage
A

D176_C

0

0

-1

0

nucleus diameter in mother cell on stage
C

D177_C

0

0

-1

0

nucleus diameter in bud on stage C

D179_A

0

-1

-1

0

nucleus minimum radius in mother cell on
stage A

D181_A1B

0

-1

-1

0

nucleus minimum radius on stage A1B

D189_C

1

0

0

0

Distance between nuclear gravity center
and brightest point in bud on stage C

D197_C

0

1

1

1

nuclei size ratio on stage C

D198_C

0

1

1

1

Ratio of nuclear brightness on stage C

D200

0

1

0

0

Ratio of A1 (Nuclear)

D207

0

1

1

0

Ratio of A1 (Nuclear) to budded cells
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D211
D214
DCV106_C
DCV112_C
DCV155_A1B
DCV176_C

0
0
0
0
1
0

1
1
0
0
1
1

0
0
1
1
0
0

0

Ratio of A1 (Nuclear) to A, A1, B and C
cells

0

Ratio of A1 (Nuclear) to A1, B and C
cells

0

Coefficient of variation of ratio of D103
to C103 on stage C

0

Coefficient of variation of ratio of D108
to C128 on stage C

0

Coefficient of variation of angle between
C1D2-1 and C1C1-2 on stage A1B

0

Coefficient of variation of nucleus
diameter in mother cell on stage C

A value of 1 or -1 denotes abnormal value; 1 denotes values that are above the normal wild-type
distribution, -1 denotes values that fall below the normal wild-type distribution
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Supplemental Figures

Supplemental Figure 1. Schematic of an SGA integrating vector.
The NAT resistant marker were inserted as EcoRI fragment and the tRNA gene was inserted in
as a HindIII fragment. The wild-type integrating vector did not contain a tRNA gene. The
integrating section was cut out of the vector with NotI and transformed into Y7092 to generate
the SGA query strains; CY8611, CY8612, CY8613, CY8614 and CY9003

Supplemental Figure 2. Growth assay of strains containing mistranslating tRNAs on solid
media.
Strains were normalized to the same OD and spotted in 10-fold dilutions. Growth conditions are
shown on top of each image.
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